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The Lamb as a Shepherd

R

Never again will they hunger; never again will they thirst. The sun will not
beat upon them, nor any scorching heat. For the Lamb at the center of the
throne will be their shepherd; he will lead them to springs of living water. 		
And God will wipe away every tear from their eyes.
–Revelation 7:16, 17

Revelation 7:16, 17 “Never again will
they hunger; never again will they
thirst. The sun will not beat on them,
nor any scorching heat. For the Lamb
at the center of the throne will be
their shepherd; he will lead them to
springs of living water. And God will
wipe away every tear from their eyes.”
Revelation 6 describes for us with
very vivid imagery the judgment
of mankind, the destruction of the
earth, and the terror of mankind. The
chapter ends describing the wrath of
the Lamb and the question, “For the
day of their wrath has come, and who
is able to stand?”
That day, with all of its woes, is more
fully described in Revelation 8 when
the Lamb who sits on the throne
opens the seventh seal. Between the
opening of the sixth and seventh
seals, however, there is an interlude
that is meant to bring comfort to
God’s people.

A Great Conflict
Revelation 6 ended in a most
terrifying way. It described the panic
of the wicked and the terror that
struck their hearts. They cried out for
the mountains to fall on them and the
rocks to cover them so that they might
hide from the wrath of the Lamb. The
great day of judgment and the return
of Jesus Christ are upon us, and the

“

“
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people cry out concerning that day,
“Who will be able to stand?”
In fact, we wonder if we will be able to
stand in that day. Fear wells up in our
hearts that we, too, shall be consumed
in that great day right along with the
wicked of the world. After all, we are no
better than they are. Filled with doubt,
we wonder if we are really in Christ
or just Christian by name only. Shall
we enter into that glorious kingdom
that Christ has prepared for those
who confess His name and obey Him?
Will He confess us before the Father,
or will we be left outside the gate with
the Lord of Hosts saying to us, “Depart
from Me; I never knew you.”
Before the Holy Spirit inspires John
to describe more fully the woes of the
judgment period in connection with
the opening of the seventh seal, He
comforts the hearts of believers in this
beautiful seventh chapter. Here our
ever-gracious God gives us a glimpse
of the end. He assures us that none
who believe, none who confess Jesus
as their Savior, none who call on the
Lamb and acknowledge His sacrifice
as their sole ground of salvation will
be destroyed.
From every nation and tribe, among
all people and every language, God’s
elect people will one day stand before
the throne of God. Notice that the
Elder says nothing about the multitude

being rich or poor, being kings or
servants, as he did in the previous
chapter concerning those who are
under the wrath of the Lamb. Status
was important to those who were
mentioned in the previous chapter.
That is what they lived for. Their whole
life was their position in this world. It
determined who they were.
Certainly there will be great men
and women among the saints who
are saved—heroes of faith as listed in
Hebrews 11. There will also be many
whose names we have never heard—
old and young alike. There will be
men who lived to be in their 900s,
like Adam, Seth, Methuselah, and
Noah; and babies who were just born.
But status and age are not important.
There is one thing that all of the elect
have in common: they are clothed in
white robes; they have been washed
in the blood of the Lamb.
The one qualification for heaven has
nothing to do with your status here
on earth. It is not your wealth, power,
upbringing, or membership to a
particular church. The qualification
for membership in the heavenly
kingdom is that you have been
washed by the blood of the Lamb
who sits on the throne and that you
are clothed in His righteousness. The
goal of every parent for their children
should not be that they become
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He knows every trial they have faced, every hardship they have endured.
He knows because He has led them through those trials and hardships
for, lo and behold, the Lamb who sits on the throne is their Shepherd.

kings or generals, or that they have
good jobs and good educations. The
goal of every parent should be that
their children know Christ and Him
crucified. Our values are not to come
from temporal things; we must seek
that which comes from above.
The Bible tells us all about the great
antithesis—the battle between good
and evil. It began with man’s defeat in
Genesis 3 when man rebelled against
God. The very first man we read about
who made a sacrifice to Jehovah was
killed by his brother. From there, our
track record never improved.
Yet the Bible does not end with the
defeat of the human race. Instead it
tells us about the Messiah who came
to save us from our sins. While the
kings of the earth may call for the
mountains to fall on them, those
washed in the blood of Jesus Christ
sing out, “Salvation to our God who
sits on the throne and to the Lamb”
(v. 10). The victory has been won!
Christ has come and won the victory
over evil.
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How necessary for the Christian
to keep ever before him the great
victory that Christ has won for him
on the cross. We are to keep in mind
that new heaven and that new earth
toward which we are hastening. How
quickly we can be removed from this
world. How quickly we may face the
judgment. That should not surprise
the Christian. “Man is destined to die
once, and after that to face judgment”
(Hebrews 9:27–28). How certain we
must be that we are counted among
those to whom the Master says, “He
that endures to the end shall be saved.”

Double Vision
The great battle of the tribulation is
unfolding before us. It will not get
easier. To comfort His people going
through the time of tribulation, God
reveals to John the 144,000 sealed
ones. This number is not to be taken
literally as some do, claiming it to
be the number of Jews who will be
converted in the last days—12,000
from each tribe. If it were so, one
would be compelled to ask why Levi
is mentioned when Dan is not. Why
would Joseph be mentioned but not
Ephraim? Nor are we to think, as
some do, that there are 144,000 saints
in some upper chamber of heaven

with a greater reward than the rest of
the saints.
The number 144,000 is the square of
12 multiplied by one thousand. It is a
typical, large, and perfect number in
apocalyptic literature. It represents
the spiritual Israel, the true children
of Abraham. It means that throughout
the world God has His people. It is a
large number. It is a certain number.
And it is a complete number. When
the very last one of God’s elect is born,
Christ will come again.
Not one of God’s elect will be
forgotten; not one will be left behind.
From the oldest to the youngest, God
knows His elect. Whether there is a
lingering illness or a sudden accident,
whether in the Emergency Room
or at home in bed, whether through
torture and persecution or in one’s
sleep late at night, whether you
can still recognize your spouse and
children or your mind is completely
gone, not one of God’s elect will be
missing from that complete number
chosen by God already before the
foundation of the world.

He leads His sheep into green pastures beside still waters;
He restores their souls and guides them
in the paths of righteousness.

All of those that are sealed into Christ’s
sacrifice will be preserved even
through those fearful times when so
many others will fall away. The love of
others may grow cold, but the love that
the elect have for Christ will remain.
Greater still is the love that Christ has
for them. The love of the Lamb, who
is their shepherd, will carry them into
the glory that awaits them.
In Revelation 7 the saints of God are
no longer under the altar praying for
divine vengeance as they were when
the fifth seal was opened. Here they
stand triumphantly before the throne
of God. They give an answer to the
question asked by those who desire
the mountains to fall on them: “Who
then shall stand?” It is a multitude
without number that will stand.
Even though the multitude may be
without number, the Lamb knows
each one by name. He knows every
trial they have faced, every hardship
they have endured. He knows because
He has led them through those trials
and hardships for, lo and behold, the
Lamb who sits on the throne is their
Shepherd. He leads His sheep into
green pastures beside still waters; He
restores their souls and guides them
in the paths of righteousness.

The Lamb as Leader
Revelation 7 also says, “He who
sits on the throne shall spread His
tabernacle over them” (v. 15). The
reference is to the Old Testament
Israelites as they came out of Egypt. In
Egypt the Israelites faced hardships,
persecution, trials, and tribulations,
but the Lord delivered them out of
them all with His mighty arm. Once
they were out of their slavery and
bondage, the Lord placed His glory
on them—He spread His tent over
them. During the daytime it looked
like a cloud; in the night it was a pillar
of fire. Day or night, the presence of
the Lord was visible to anyone who
looked.
The great God on the throne does
the very same for all who call on His
name. In heaven, He will tabernacle
with His children. There will be no
hunger, no thirst, no tears, for God
shall wipe away every tear from their
eyes. His love and protection will be
cast over His elect. How comforting
it is to be reassured of the ultimate
triumph of God’s saving grace. How it
should motivate us to praise God for
the greatness of His redemptive plan.

Look at the things we talk about here
on earth compared to the things they
sing about in heaven. We talk about
wars and rumors of wars, worries
and frustrations, aches and pains. In
heaven they sing about the honor,
glory, and majesty that are due
the Lamb. We talk about the latest
fashions and styles; they speak of the
white robes given to them—robes
washed in the blood of the Lamb. We
talk about success, money, power, and
fame. They talk about being sanctified
through tribulation. We should focus
on those very same things—that
which is above—and glory in the
salvation that has been granted us
through the blood of Jesus Christ.
How blessed we are that we may know
the Lamb and be a part His fold.

Rev. Wybren H. Oord is the
co-pastor of the Trinity United
Reformed Church in Lethbridge,
Alberta, Canada, and the editor
of The Outlook.

This is the first half of an article
reprinted from the July-August
1968 issue of The Outlook (then
known as the Torch and Trumpet)
in commemoration of the sixtieth
anniversary of the founding of
Reformed Fellowship, Inc. in April,
1951. The second half will appear,
Lord willing, in the May-June issue.
EVERYWHERE in today’s world the
Christian church is facing, with a
new sense of urgency, the question
of its calling. It confesses to having
received the gospel of God’s grace
in Christ Jesus. This, so the church
acknowledges, must be presented and
passed on. Such communication is its
calling.
Communication by the church,
however, is replete with frustrations.
Nowhere do these come into sharper
focus than when we become painfully
aware of the multitudes estranged
from the life of the church and
its saving message. Bridges of all
kinds are attempted between men
and men, between one nation and
another, between the church and the
world. Frequently, however, the first
piers sunk into the swirling waters
are swept away. This happens most
poignantly and painfully when the
church sees children and young
people, embraced by Christ’s baptism,
turn away. Millions of these sustain
no living relationship to the Word
of life. To us who know and love the
God of our salvation they seem like
salt that has lost its savor. While on
many mission fields and in younger
lands the Christian church still
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appears to be registering advances,
in the Western nations it beats a slow
but sure retreat.
This points up what may well be the
major issue facing the church today.
Can it so communicate the Christian
message that from one generation to
the next God is praised among the
peoples? Unless this can be done
consciously and committedly, men
will experience no true reconciliation.
Hendrik Kraemer points this up well,
when he writes,
Only the re-creation, the
restoring, of the right relationship
with God can be the basis of the
re-creation of true unfrustrated
communication with each other.
This is one of the deep meanings
of the Church, to be the place
and sphere of this re-creation of
true communication, because
its function is to be the true
community, founded through
Christ in God, the embodiment
of renewed humanity.1
Here the self-revealing God manifests
himself, challenging the church
to speak his word, which declares,
“Light shall shine out of darkness,
who shined in our hearts, to give the
light of the knowledge of the glory
of God in the face of Jesus Christ” (2
Cor. 4:6).
Only such convinced speaking can
communicate, for the Spirit honors
the word that testifies faithfully to
the grace of God in Christ Jesus. And
those to whom the church is called
to speak first of all are within her
closest reach—the children whom
he has embraced in his covenant and
church. Their hearts and mouths
must be opened by grace unto grace,

.......................

Instructions in the Faith – Some Pages 		
from the Past

Dr. P. Y.
De Jong

so that also the next generation may
know the mighty works of the Lord.
To neglect them while seeking to
communicate with others afar off is
disobedience that flirts with spiritual
disaster.
Time and again the church has had
to be called back to this task. That
Scripture is filled with exhortations
to train the children of the
covenant in the Lord’s fear needs no
demonstration. Even the words of our
Lord and his apostles on this point are
too well-known to require repetition.
In the ancient church,
task was largely the
of Christian parents.
as John Chrysostom,

however, this
responsibility
Such fathers
Rufinus, and

Augustine, while speaking much of
catechizing, only indirectly and by
implication speak of the duty of the
church to its own children. During
the middle ages more attention was
given to the baptized children. Yet
here the church, while attempting to
introduce the children and bind them
to its life, largely failed to awaken a
response of childlike faith in God
and his promises. Scripture was
too much obscured by an emphasis
on living in submission to church
ordinances. The voice of the saving
Christ seemed strangely silent among
the clamorings for an obedience that
produced work-righteousness. The
way of salvation was largely hidden
from the sons of men. Failing to
communicate the gospel to millions
whom it had baptized, the medieval
church demonstrated its desperate
need for reform.
When the Reformation broke like
bright dawn across Europe, all
evangelical churches undertook with
zeal the catechizing of the children of

the church. This was an inescapable
consequence of the restoration of
preaching as the central act in the
church’s worship and work. For unless
the gospel message was clearly taught
to the children, how could they in
turn transmit this to their children?
At stake was the continuity of a
confessing church that knew what it
confessed and aimed at passing this
on to succeeding generations. Luther,2
Zwingli and Calvin,3 together with
their followers, urged such Christian
nurture as an integral aspect of the
church’s calling. To secure this they
prepared their catechetical manuals.
Wherever these were used diligently,
the life of the congregations grew in
purity and strength. At the end of the
first century of Reformation history
appears the Synod of Dort (1618–19),
an assembly of representatives from
nearly every Reformed church on
the continent. Here the fruits of a
hundred years of trial and triumph
were garnered, also those that had
ripened as a result of the church’s
deep concern for its baptized children
and young people. And these were
intended to be passed on, so that
churches in the coming years might
reap an even richer harvest. What
Dort did for catechesis deserves some
attention from us in these years when
the churches throughout the world are
again addressing themselves seriously
to the problems surrounding church
education of children.4

Catechesis in the churches
Catechesis is an aspect of the teaching
ministry of the church. In the
Reformed church it has historically
been regarded as the chief means of
communicating the Christian gospel
to those whose spiritual life (i.e., life
in faith-union and communion with
God in Christ) has not attained that
degree of maturity essential to a clear
and credible profession of faith in the
Lord Jesus Christ.
Here some distinctions deserve our
attention. Not all education and

training in the Christian life should
be subsumed under catechesis. Also
the faithful proclamation of the
gospel at the time of public worship
has an educational dimension. Here
the church does well to remember
that “Every Scripture inspired of God
[and this alone is to be expounded
and applied in the churches] is also
profitable for teaching, for reproof,
for correction, for instruction which
is in righteousness” (2 Tim. 3:16).
Even pastoral work, when scripturally
carried on, sustains an inescapable
connection with the teaching
function of the church.5 Yet catechesis
performs a unique service. Here the
church in Christ’s name instructs the
catechumens in the mysteries of the
Christian faith, so that they will be
prepared to profess their faith in the
God of salvation and thus be able
to conduct themselves responsibly
as Christian believers in the church
and in the world. Today we recognize
much more clearly than some
centuries ago that the church has a
catechesal responsibility not only to
those who have received Christian
baptism; without a “missionary”
or “evangelistic” catechesis, which
in several respects ought to be
distinguished from catechesis within
the churches, we fail to honor fully
our Christ-given mandate.6
But, and this needs underscoring in
our time, the church is by no means
the only agency called upon to
provide Christian education. Thus a
distinction must be made between the
responsibilities resting on the church
and those that devolve on Christian
homes and schools. While we may
rejoice that today, under the influence
of the ecumenical movement and its
theologians the church, also in its
institutional form, receives its due
more justly than before, the danger of
a totalitarian church is by no means
imaginary. Here in more ways than
one the views of the ecumenicallyminded theologians at times sound
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strangely like Rome. By not a few,
all religious and Christian education
is assigned to the institutional
church, a convenient escape from
the impasse created by the increasing
“secularization” of our homes and
schools, but one fraught with great
peril for the freedom of the Christian
man, woman, and child under Christ.
Especially in Reformed churches
during the past century this matter
has received attention. Much
more clearly than the fathers of
Dort do we recognize that home
and school and church each have
unique contributions to make in
the Christian education of children.
But more, much more, needs to be
clarified on this score, if the gains
that have already been registered
shall be sustained and strengthened.
Catechesis is only one yet a most
essential and indispensable agency
for the education of children in the
faith that is according to godliness.
This is still widely recognized in the
Christian Reformed Church. Each
year tens of thousands receive such
instruction.7 It is not merely expected
by the people; it is an obligation
assumed by the churches in adopting
as Church Order regulations also the
following:
Article 63. Each church shall
instruct its youth—and others
who are interested—in the
teaching of the Scriptures as
formulated in the creeds of the
church, in order to prepare them
to profess their faith publicly
and to assume their Christian
responsibilities in the church and
in the world.
Article 64. a. Catechetical
instruction shall be supervised by
the consistory. b. The instruction
shall be given by the minister
of the Word with the help, if
necessary, of the elders and others
appointed by the consistory. c.
The Heidelberg Catechism and
its Compendium shall be the
The Outlook | 8

basis of instruction. Selection
of additional instructional helps
shall be made by the minister in
consultation with the consistory.8
Although somewhat more detailed,
these regulations do not differ
markedly from those adopted in
earlier church orders, including the
redaction prepared by the Synod of
Dort. In this respect our churches—
and not those that have substituted
the usual Sunday school classes or
discussion groups or junior church
services—stand in the classic
Christian tradition that goes back to
Calvin and even earlier.
Such regulations alone, however,
offer no assurance that the aims of
catechesis will be attained. Above
all else sound understanding of and
whole-hearted commitment to this
teaching ministry is necessary. And
this seems sadly lacking among many.
Criticisms of the catechesal program
are many. Some consistories pay no
more attention to this work than
making a few formal arrangements.

Ministers are known to assign this
task to others without serious qualms
of conscience, in order to pursue
what they deem more worthy of their
time and attention. Not infrequently
the catechesal classes are reduced to
little more than half an hour and the
catechesal season to not much more
than twenty or twenty-five weeks in a
year. In some churches these classes
have become a rather meaningless
routine conducted in drab and even
dingy surroundings, which soon
stifles any interest that the children
may have. In others, experimentation
with manuals and methods of all kinds
tends to undermine the aims that the
churches themselves have spelled out.
That catechesis still yields some rich
and rewarding fruits is often more in
spite than because of us.
For much of this decadence,
Christian parents as members of the
church must bear a large measure
of responsibility. The pressures that
they bring to bear on this pattern of
the church’s ministry, although often
subtle, are exceedingly strong. Having

enrolled their children, they will tend
to do little more. A careful inquiry
into and explanation of the lesson to
the children at home takes too much
of their time. Soon they allow dental
appointments, basketball games, and
family affairs to preempt the hour
scheduled for catechesis. Not a few
argue that these classes are quite
unnecessary, since the material is
identical to that presented in Sunday
school and in the Christian day
school. Others complain too quickly
that the minds of the little children
are being too much overburdened—
and that in a day when thorough
education in all other departments of
learning is regarded as indispensable!
All this demonstrates a declining
interest in God and his service
that plagues churches and church
members in today’s “scientific” and
so-called “secularized” world. Unless
this and much else is remedied, the
catechesal classes will go by default
to the detriment of multitudes for
generations to come. No church can
be true church unless its members
know and believe and testify to
the gospel of our God. This calls
for “indoctrination”—plain and
patient and persistent teaching of the
Christian faith that is unto godliness.
Unless this is achieved, the church
within a generation may no longer
have a gospel to communicate.
But why speak about Dort in this
connection? This question cannot
be shoved under the rug. Too many
people manifest a strong antihistorical bias. To them all that counts
is what has been proposed no earlier
than yesterday. The past is regarded
as an accumulation of dead bones, of
baggage that only hampers us in the
adventure of living life to the full in
these years.
To respond to them and their opinions
fully would take too much space here.
However, a few salient facts should be
brought to their attention.
No generation among the sons of
men lives without its strong and

inescapable ties with the past. This
is true also of Christ’s church. We
cannot understand who we are and
why we live as we do except we reflect
on the life and labors of those who
have gone before. The eminent Dutch
historian Pieter Geyl, in an altogether
different connection, calls attention
to this in his Encounters in History.

we are gripped by the trained hands
of those who have gone before in
order to move into the future with
the full and rich Christian gospel
that every age needs. And since our
understanding of that message has to
a large degree been shaped by Dort,
we do only disservice to our selfunderstanding by disregarding it.

History does not only fashion that
understanding and participating
attitude of mind in the most general
way with respect to life and humanity;
it calls forth feelings of kinship with
the group to which the spectator
belongs; it strengthens the sense of
community. With understanding
grows love for what one is a part of,
and a more profound and firmer
love as it is free from illusions. . . .
It is not an escape from the present;
it is strengthening ourselves for the
struggle that is calling us.9

The roots of Reformed
catechesis

Nowhere is such strengthening more
needful than in Christ’s church.
Here by profession we acknowledge
our kinship with all those called to
salvation in Christ—“I believe one
holy, catholic church.” This church,
which lives in Christ and through
Christ and for Christ, has been
assured by him of the Spirit’s leading
into all truth. This process, which
spans the centuries, is his gift to us.
And we disregard or disdain it to our
grave spiritual impoverishment.
Gispen, that capable, justly famous
and quite eccentric Reformed
preacher of nearly a century ago,
saw a striking parallel between the
church and the circus. Acrobats make
their appeal to the populace as some
stand on the shoulders of others to
reach even greater heights; they can
soar safely through space from one
trapeze to another only when in
passing they seize and are propelled
by others at the crucial moment. Here
no individual can do without his
partners. Communicating the gospel
is a kind of spiritual acrobatics. We
stand on the shoulders of the past;

If we cannot understand the catechesal
pattern and practice of our churches
apart from knowing something
about Dort, we shall not be able to
understand what and why Dort spoke
on this without some consideration of
what preceded the assembling of that
synod. Its deliberations and decisions
were not the product of a single day.
To only a few of the salient features of
Reformed catechetical history can we
call attention now.
Here the work of Luther and Calvin
should be signalized.10 As reformers
within Christ’s church their place
is unparalleled. They called men
throughout all of Christendom back
to the Scriptures. Only on the basis
of God’s word could the church be
truly reformed. And in the task of
reformation according to the Word
the catechizing of children and young
people was crucial. Both of them
early in their reformational work
prepared catechetical manuals for the
children, so that the pure doctrine
that is proper food and drink for the
believing church might not perish
but be perpetuated from generation
to generation. And that the churches
learned well from them is evident
from the fact that during succeeding
centuries confessional Lutheran and
Reformed churches pursued the
pattern that they learned from their
“spiritual fathers in Christ.”
The teachings of Calvin spread by
various means to the Netherlands
of the sixteenth century. Here the
churches early adopted a confession
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of faith that even in its details
harmonized with what was taught in
Geneva.
In order to promote the unity and
strength of the Calvinistic reformation
in the Netherlands, leaders met in the
German town of Wesel and drew up a
tentative Church Order. These articles
did not possess official and binding
status, since the Convent of Wesel
(1568) was not a legally constituted
assembly of representatives of the
churches. Yet they provided the
basis for church orders adopted by
succeeding synods, beginning with
Emden (1571).11
Wesel devoted an entire chapter to
the teaching ministry of the churches,
specifically that of catechizing. It
affirmed that responsibility for this
rested upon the ministry of the Word.
Likewise, such catechizing “according
to our judgment is positively (stellig)
to be maintained in all churches.” It
urged the Dutch-speaking churches
to employ the Heidelberg Catechism
and the French-speaking (Walloon)
churches the Catechism of Geneva.12
Fully as significant were the deep
pastoral concerns of this assembly.
Every effort was to be put forth by
the catechetes that the children,
in accordance with their age, “not
only learn to recite the Catechism
accurately but also understand its
content and retain this not only in
their minds but also in the depths of
their heart.” Thus careful and clear
exposition was required of those
who taught. The “simplest manner of
speaking, which is appropriate to the
understanding of children” was urged.
And that such instruction might be
consistently provided, parents were
under obligation to present their
children for such teaching “in the
true religion and piety.” Those who
refused to cooperate became subject
to ecclesiastical censure.
This was the pattern soon confirmed
and maintained officially by the Dutch
churches.13 The close relation between
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the churches and the schools and
between these churches and schools
and the civil magistrates, occasioned
by the recognition of the Reformed
faith as the religion of the nation,
gave rise to many knotty problems.
This was especially true in those areas
where the population had conflicting
ecclesiastical loyalties. The schools
were placed under supervision of the
churches, specifically of the ministers.
Also here the catechism was to be
taught, at least two times each week.
In addition, the schoolmasters were
to see to it that the older children
(usually boys) were brought to divine
worship. The disadvantages of these
regulations, especially to Roman
Catholics, and to a lesser extent
to Lutherans and Anabaptists, are
obvious. Some classes and particular
synods insisted on a rigorous
enforcement; others with greater
insight and wisdom modified their
application. Thus the Gelderland
synod held in Zutphen (1596)
refused to compel children of Roman
Catholic parents to attend Reformed
worship even though they were
to be instructed in the Heidelberg
Catechism in the schools.14 The same
synod, meeting in Nijmegen (1606),
saw the issues involved even more
clearly. In response to a gravamen
presented by Harderwyk that was
rejected, it declared that catechetical
instruction was “an ecclesiastical
matter” and that therefore “every
church and minister shall labor to the
end, that the members continue to
send their children to catechism.”15
What especially constrained the
Synod of Dort (1618–19) to address
itself to catechesis was the Arminian
controversy. This party—which
sprang up in the Dutch churches and
grew in influence for some twenty
years—chafed at the rigid confessional
and church-political requirements of
the Reformed churches. By various
and even devious means they sought
to undermine the standards that had
been adopted officially by the synods

and to which they themselves had
subscribed when assuming office
in the churches. Time and again, at
first very cautiously but afterward
with growing boldness, they urged a
revision of the Belgic Confession and
the Heidelberg Catechism. Sometimes
it was made to appear that they aimed
at only minor redactional changes.
But whenever they were requested
to state clearly what they sought to
have changed, an answer was not
forthcoming. Rightly did those who
championed the Reformed teachings
fear that Arminian dissatisfaction and
dissent was more deep-seated than its
representatives were ready to admit.
Tendencies in the direction of SemiPelagianism, Pelagianism, and even
Socinianism betrayed themselves in
the writings of several. Throughout
this discussion the Arminians posed
as champions of “moderation,” which
to all practical purposes would mean
a church no longer consistently bound
by its own confessional statements.
Catechesis as well as preaching in
the pulpits was being affected. Many
in the churches were confused as to
what was a sound presentation of the
Reformed faith. So sharply were the
lines between the two parties drawn
during the eight years before the
Synod of Dort convened, that many
congregations were rent by schism.
None of the Arminians, so far as we
have been able to trace, ever argued
against catechesis as such. What
they aimed at, however, was quite
different from the pattern pursued
in the Reformed churches since
their organization in the land. This
becomes especially evident when we
take note of the Gouda Catechism,
which was drawn up by some of their
leaders in 1607 and published the
next year.16 The argument was that
the Heidelberg Catechism was much
too long and complicated to serve
as a suitable manual for instruction.
By no means could all of its contents
be considered essential to a sound
knowledge of the Christian faith. In

fact, it was to be regarded as merely the
work of men. Therefore a catechism
was needed that adhered much more
closely to the very words of Scripture,
and then only those words (relatively
few when we review this product of
their pen) that were indispensable
to a man’s salvation. We meet here,
therefore, a kind of “Biblicism” that in
Anabaptist fashion had no eye for the
leading of the Holy Spirit throughout
the centuries of church history as
well as a kind of “reductionism” that
is always characteristic of those who
defend latitudinarianism in Christian
doctrine.
It should come as no surprise,
therefore, that the Synod of Dort felt
constrained to speak on catechesal
matters. Without using the word, it
addressed itself to the communication
of the gospel. And since this was to be
done in classroom as well as from the
pulpit, in order that the confessional
church might truly be a confessing
church, it addressed itself seriously to
this aspect of the teaching ministry.
Only in this way, so it believed, could
the rich gains enjoyed since the days
of Reformation be preserved for and
passed on to the church of the future.
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It is important to have a clear Biblical
understanding of the answer to this
question, for we have a tendency to
lean toward the one or the other. Some
assume it is the church’s responsibility,
which produces the tendency for
parents to draw back and leave it all
up to the church. They hardly ever
talk to their children about what they
are taught, or what they are learning.
Others are aware of the high demand
Scripture places on the parents and
wonder if the church has any duty at
all to catechize the youth. They can
even be moved to believe that it is the
parents’ sole responsibility.

A Shared Responsibility Seen
in Baptism
As the catechism season is getting
underway it is important for us to
understand that this responsibility
does not belong exclusively to
parents or the church. It is a shared
responsibility. Both the church and
parents must make sure our children
are taught the things of God.
This shared responsibility becomes
clear when we understand the covenant
of grace. God has placed our children
in the covenant of grace. He has placed
them in a special relationship with
himself. He has placed his name upon
them; therefore they are his and he is
theirs! (Matt. 28:19–20; Jer. 31:–34;
Ezek. 36:27). This is signified and
sealed in baptism.
Now our children are included in this
covenant with God, because of God’s
covenant with the parents (Gen. 17:1–14).
Because the parents believe in Christ,
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God has made their children a part of
his special people, and the promises of
the gospel belongs to them too (Acts
2:37–38; 1 Cor. 7:14).
Because our children stand in this
privileged relationship with God, they
must be taught about God and their
responsibility to God (Matt. 28:19–20,
where the command to baptize is
followed by the command to teach).
In most forms of baptism used
in Reformed churches, parents
acknowledge that it is their
responsibility to teach their children,
and they promise that they will
faithfully fulfill this responsibility.1
Scripture affirms in numerous places
the parents’ responsibility (Deut. 4:9–10;
6:1–9; Eph. 6:4).
But this does not mean that it is
exclusively the parents’ responsibility.
It cannot be. The covenant of grace
is not the possession of the family;
rather, it is the foundation of the family
(people) of God. It is not the father
who baptizes his children, but it is
the ordained servant of the Lord who
administers the Lord’s sacrament to
the children of believing parents in the
presence of the Lord and his people.
That is why some of the forms
for baptism make explicit the
responsibility of the covenant
community to assist the parents in
raising their children in the fear of
the Lord. Here is an example used in
some United Reformed and Christian
Reformed churches:
Third, do you promise, in reliance on
the Holy Spirit and with the help of
the Christian community, to do all in
your power to instruct these children
in the Christian faith and to lead

.......................

Teaching the Catechism

Rev. Jacques
Roets

them by your example to be Christ’s
disciples? [The parents respond]: We
do, God helping us. [The minister
addresses the congregation]: Do you,
the people of the Lord, promise to
receive these children in love, pray
for them, help instruct them in the
faith, and encourage and sustain them
in the fellowship of believers? [The
congregation responds]: We do, God
helping us”2
Here we see that baptism not only
underscores the parents’ duty, since
they bring the child to be baptized,
but it also underscores the church’s
responsibility to train the child in the
ways of God, since the church has
been entrusted with the sacraments
(Mat. 28:19–20). In baptism we see
the responsibility of parents and the
church come together.

Church’s Responsibility
The church has a responsibility to each
baptized member to make sure they
learn about God and his promises
made to them in the covenant of
grace. The child in fact must be taught
because God will demand of him a
response in the future to his covenant
promises.
Because this is the case, the church
must make sure that all those to
whom it administers the sacrament of
baptism know the riches of the Lord

Jesus Christ and are ready to answer
to his promises in the future. If the
church fails in properly educating its
members, it not only robs the covenant
children of their inheritance, but it will
in the end also lead to its own demise!
The church is “the pillar and buttress of
the truth” (1 Tim. 3:15). Ignorance of
the truth has always undermined the
church in the long run. Therefore, Paul
reminds Timothy that his task is not
only to devote himself “to the public
reading of Scripture, to exhortation”
but also “to teaching” (1 Tim 4:13).
The church has a great responsibility
to make sure that it teaches “what
accords with sound doctrine” (Tit.
2:1). We do not want to undermine
the very foundation of the church by
wrong teaching. In the past the church
has found that the best way of teaching
the truths of God’s Word to the next
generation is by means of catechizing.
But not only do we want to be faithful
to God in maintaining the truth, we
also want to faithful to our covenant
youth. They have a rich inheritance
in God’s promises and the truths of
God’s word summarized in Reformed

catechisms like the Heidelberg
Catechism (1563) and the Westminster
Shorter Catechism (1647). By teaching
these truths and having the children
hide them in their hearts through
memorization, we aim to help our
covenant children gain insight into
God’s grace in order to give them
greater stability in the Christian life. If
we were to do anything less, we would
impoverish our children, robbing
them of the riches of their inheritance.
Most likely we would spiritually
handicap them for life!

Parent’s Responsibility
But by this work of the church, the
parents are not absolved from their
responsibility to teach their children
the ways of God’s covenant. They are
assisted by the church in fulfilling their
duty. They must work together with
the church to make sure their children
receive their great inheritance. This
means that parents must take a great
interest in what their children are
taught from week to week. We must
not merely know that they have done
their work, but we must seek to know
something of the content of what they
are learning.
This can be a great help to parents in
leading their children to respond to
God’s covenant promises. Parents have
the great duty to impress the truth
upon the hearts and minds of their
children and help them to see that they
have a relationship with the living God
through Christ.
To fulfill this duty is often
overwhelming. But in the weekly
catechism lesson parents have a natural
point of contact to talk about the things
of God and how it impacts their lives
and the lives of their children. Use it!
Don’t let this opportunity slip by!
It is also important that parents
show great enthusiasm for what their
children are learning. Often parents
will complain about the amount
of work or talk negatively about
something related to the church in
front of the child. This may lead the
child to despise what he is taught or
to lose all interest. In this way it is
possible for parents, without really
intending, to rob their children of
their inheritance in God, perhaps
causing them to be spiritually crippled
or to totally reject God.
There are some children with learning
difficulties which must be taken into
account, but we must guard against
using that as an excuse to rob our
children. We must help our children
learn the most that they are able to

learn. We are giving to them their
riches in Christ, equipping them
for life, helping them to walk with
God. May God help us to pursue this
responsibility as best we can!

Conclusion
We see, then, that the church and
parents must be working together in
ensuring that our children receive their
covenant inheritance. The church and
parents must work together to make
sure that our children know God and
in faith answer God’s promises made
to them in baptism. What an awesome
task! May God bless the efforts of
his people to ensure that the next
generation will rise up to praise him!
			
1. I am thinking of the liturgical forms
for the baptism of infants used in many
Reformed churches. Here are two examples
of the type of questions asked in Reformed
and Presbyterian churches. Some United
Reformed and some Christian Reformed
churches ask this question: “Do you [parents]
sincerely promise to do all you can to teach
these children, and to have them taught,
this doctrine of salvation?” (http://www.
crcna.org/pages/1976_baptism.cfm). While
Orthodox Presbyterian churches include
this question in their vows for baptism: “Do
you promise to instruct your child in the
principles of our holy religion as revealed in
the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments,
and as summarized in the Confession of Faith
and Catechisms of this church; and do you
promise to pray with and for your child, to
set an example of piety and godliness before
him/her, and to endeavor by all the means of
God’s appointment to bring him/her up in the
nurture and admonition of the Lord?” (http://
www.opc.org/qa.html?question_id=137)
2. http://www.crcna.org/ pages/1976
_baptismII.cfm
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On the first Sunday this year, I opened
with interest a small insert in our
church bulletin. It was a plan for a full
year of family worship. I was excited.
My many years of homeschooling
have left me with an instinctive
appreciation of ready-made plans. I
studied it carefully. On one side of the
page there was a list of Bible passages,
with the goal of reading through the
whole New Testament in a year. On
the other side, a list of catechism
questions to memorize.
It didn’t look intimidating. The first
few months are going to be especially
easy. We know these questions
already. As I turned the small pages,
however, I realized that there will be
new questions soon and, at that point,
we will need a stronger commitment
. . . and I was actually quite content to
go without new resolutions this year!
I have lived through enough New
Year’s resolutions to know what a
lasting commitment requires: a strong
motivation, good planning, and lots
of patience.

Motivation
I became absolutely convinced
of the importance of catechisms
several years back, during a casual
conversation with a relative on the
importance of reading the Bible. I was
in the Orthodox Presbyterian Church
(OPC) at that time, still fairly new to
the Reformed faith, and was helping
my children to memorize the Shorter
Westminster Catechism.
In the course of our discussion, this
relative asked me a familiar question,
“What does the Bible teach?” Years
earlier, I would have been fumbling
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for an answer. I might have given
a generic reply, “It teaches about
God,” most probably reinforcing his
belief that he had already grasped
that message. This time, instead, the
answer came effortlessly, “It teaches
what man is to believe concerning
God, and what duty God requires of
man.” (cf. SWC, Q3)
His interest perked up. “What duty
does He require?”
“Obedience to His revealed will, the
moral law, which is summed up in
the Ten Commandments.” (cf. SWC,
Q39–41)
As the conversation continued,
covering man’s inability to perfectly
keep the commandments and the
answer to that problem, I realized
that most of his questions were in
the catechism, and I had answers—
not only ready, but written and
revised with amazing precision and
care by godly men of old. Besides,
these answers kept our conversation
focused on relevant issues rather
than generalities. More than ever, I
wanted to pass on such an effective
tool to my children.
Most of us are familiar with Dorothy
Sayers’s 1973 essay on “The Lost
Tools of Learning,” which decries the
loss of clear answers and definitions
in progressive education while
advocating a return to the medieval
trivium (grammar, dialectic, and
logic). I see this loss quite frequently
as an Italian instructor. While older
students are a little rusty in their
study and memorization habits, they
have a tremendous advantage because
they have studied grammar with its
proper definitions. They can easily

......................

Practical Tips for Learning the Catechism

Mrs. Simonetta
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understand why the word molto,
which means both “much” and “very,”
changes its ending when it refers to
nouns but is invariable when it refers
to adjectives or adverbs. Their minds
immediately relate to adjectives as
modifiers of nouns, and adverbs as
modifiers of verbs, adjectives, and
adverbs. When I talk in these terms
they nod, while my younger students
look absolutely puzzled.
I found the same need for definitions
in my Sunday school class. A few
years ago, when teaching first through
third graders, I realized that, in order
to facilitate our communication and
impress specific notions, I just had
to use words like justification and
sanctification, and the catechisms
provided clear definitions. There
was no way around them, just as a
school teacher needs to explain to
the class the definitions of “polygon,”
“triangle,” and “equilateral,” so that
they can talk about an equilateral
triangle without having to repeat each
time that they are referring to “a flat
shape with three straight lines, all of
the same size.”
With the help of the catechisms,
children can understand theological
definitions quite simply. It is also
reassuring to a parent or teacher
to know that, when talking about
realities like faith or providence, they
and their children can have a common
understanding of their meaning.
Katharine Olinger, a baptized
member of Calvary OPC, Glenside,
PA, and an eighth-grade student at
Phil-Mont Christian Academy, shares
a similar experience. “Catechism has
indeed helped me in my life,” she

said, “especially my curricular one.
As I attend a Christian school, I’ve
found that during our Bible classes
I’m always a step ahead of my peers,
and I can even impress my teachers
with the catechism’s well-structured
responses. In my spiritual life I more
often refer to the Bible than the
catechism, but I do particularly rely
on the first question in the shorter
catechism. It’s comforting to have
such a big question (what our purpose
is) answered in black and white.”
Marti Calderaro, a 16-year old
baptized
member
of
Chiesa
Evangelica Riformata Filadelfia, a
URCNA plant in Milan, Italy, agrees
that the catechism is a great source
of comfort. “It has helped me and my
sister Erika to face not only difficult
times in our lives, but also those our
church is experiencing right now with
the terminal illness of elder Giuseppe
Ferrari. It gives us comfort and helps
us to share this comfort with our
sister Ivana [Giuseppe’s wife].”
Marti began studying the Heidelberg
Catechism about a year ago. She had
never learned a catechism before, but
didn’t find it difficult. “It has been
fairly easy, because our pastor, Andrea
Ferrari, explains it very well.”
Besides, learning the catechism as a
family has other advantages. “It has set
up an environment where theological
questions come up naturally as we
cover the various questions and
answers,” said Roy Lopez, elder at
Christ URC in Santee, California. “It
has also deepened our love for God
as we see all that He has done for us
week by week. I believe it unifies us as
a family, making us more of one mind
(as it does for the church).

A Plan and a Method
We all know how quickly new
resolutions become discarded when
we don’t plan how to include them
into our lives. That’s why the insert
I found in our church bulletin is so

helpful. The portions are well marked
and within reach—a long catechism
question or a few short ones every
month. It’s a very simple plan, and
some families may choose to go
beyond it.
While churches using the Westminster
Standards normally expect their
children to memorize the Shorter
Catechism in its entirety, it’s rare to
find children who have memorized
the entire Heidelberg Catechism,
because of its length. Roy Lopez,
however, has decided to challenge
this trend. Last year, he has embarked
on a three-year plan for memorizing
the whole Heidelberg Catechism with
his family.
“At the end of every year I try to plan
what the family will do next in our
devotions,” he explained, “something
that can be done in one year. Several
years ago we memorized Colossians,
which broke down into roughly two
verses a week. It was great because
we had the context and the rhythm
of the whole passage. The Catechism
seemed too long to memorize in a year
(comfortably). So I went through all
the questions and answers and broke
them down into what I figured we
could memorize per week. Sometimes
it will be one or two per week and
sometimes it will take two weeks
to complete a long one. We mainly
practice at night at the beginning of
family worship, but sometimes we
practice in the car while we travel.”
Roy has found that sharing the
motivation with his family and
coming to a united decision is very

important before embarking on a
long-term commitment. “I brought
it up to the family and asked them
what they thought about it. Everyone
except Mikaela, our youngest, was
enthusiastic about it. Mikaela, who
is twelve, said that she didn’t think
she could do it. So, wanting it to be
a free choice for everyone, I told her
that we would be studying it and that
she should just do the best that she
can (no pressure). I didn’t want it to
become an empty ritual. Much to my
surprise, she ended up being the one
who was the most disciplined and
is usually the one first to have the
questions memorized.”
Just the fact of memorizing together
day by day, week after week, brings
results. Some parents, however,
have come up with creative ways to
“spice-up” catechism memorization.
“Last spring, I used it as penmanship
practice,” explained Donna Link, a
homeschooling mother of ten from
Tacoma, Washington, “by having the
kids copy the questions and answers
in a composition book.” Some have
used the most comforting questions
and answers as calligraphy practice,
crafting beautiful gifts for their
friends. Others use motions or put it
into songs for the little ones.
Margaret Laning, a homeschooling
mother of eight from Hull, Iowa, has
a simple, well-known formula for
success: “The main thing I found that
works best is repetition, repetition,
repetition, starting early in the week
to get into the long-term memory
work.” She is, however, aware of
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her children’s learning styles and
tries to adapt her methods to make
memorization easy for all. “Some are
visual learners,” she said. “For them,
we have played a sort of ‘erase the
word’ game on the computer. At first,
we have the whole answer or verse
typed out, and then gradually take a
word away while they say the missing
word. Eventually all the words are
gone and they say the whole thing
themselves.”
“Some are more auditory learners,”
she continued. “I have a friend who
had her kids record themselves saying
the questions and answers on a tapeor CD-recorder and then listen to it
over and over. Doing both is great.
Some other kids are kinesthetic/
tactile learners. They seem to enjoy
working with index cards. I have also
heard of some cutting out footprints
and writing parts of the lesson or
verse on each foot, and taping it to
the floor. The next part of the verse or
lesson is on the foot ahead, and then
another foot ahead of that. So, they
read out loud the lesson as they jump
from foot to foot. I have never tried
that, but some younger children may
really enjoy it.”
There is a large variety of activities and
games that can be used in catechism
memorization. Often, it’s possible
to modify an activity or a game
suggested for academic learning or
for Bible memorization. My children
and my Sunday school students have
a few favorites. Once they mastered
a catechism answer, for example, I
asked them to say one word each,
going around in circle. When one
makes a mistake, he or she is out. This
works well in large groups. Parents
and teachers, of course, participate
in the game, and they are often out
sooner than the children.
A variation of this, still in large
Sunday school classes, is dividing the
class into two groups, and dividing
the white board so that each group
can go up and write one word of the
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catechism answer at a time. It’s like a
catechism relay race. To win, a team
has to get the whole answer right, not
just finish first.
Ideas to motivate and inspire the
children are countless. Of course,
there is always “candychism” (a word
apparently coined some years ago by
Rev. Leonard Coppes to describe the
practice of rewarding children with
candy for memorizing catechism
answers). “I am not a big fan of
‘candychism,’“ Roy said. “I am not
opposed to others doing it. It is just
not something I would do. I guess it
has a place with very small children.
My philosophy is that I will pay my
kids when they go above and beyond
their chores around the house, not for
spiritual things.”
Katharine, on the other hand, loves
the idea. “I wish my parents used
candychism! They had the same kind
of thought, only instead of little things
for each question, they gave a big
privilege for saying the whole Shorter
Catechism in front of the session.
For example, when I finished, I was
permitted to get my ears pierced—
something I had been wanting for
quite a while.”
The goal, however, is not only to
motivate the children to memorize
but also to help them to understand
what they are saying, and that can
be done, in small ways, even with
younger children.
Being a logical thinker, I have usually
tried to break down the catechism
answers for the children, memorizing
one section at a time, and sometimes
drawing diagrams on the board to
emphasize the organization and
progression of thought. For example,
in HC21, the first two sentences
describe one part of faith, the next two
another part, and the last sentence
shows three things we believe God
has given us, and three ways in which
He has given them (freely, merely of
grace, and only for the sake of Christ’s
merits). I have found this useful with

the long paragraphs typical of Puritan
writers.
To help the children to understand
the meaning of difficult words, I
have tried to use them repeatedly
during the same lesson (or the same
day, if we are at home). For example,
since most children don’t know the
meaning of “merely,” I explained that
it means “only,” and then used it often
in my common interaction with the
children, by saying, for example, “we
have merely five minutes left.”
“I try to relate each question to
something that was said in a sermon
or something that has happened
to us recently or to the children in
school,” said Roy. “I definitely try to
explain the importance of a proper
understanding of each doctrine and
any heresies that are opposed to that
teaching.”

Catechism vs. Scripture
Memorization
The most common objection I have
heard to teaching the catechism
to young children is the obvious
need to give a strong foundation of
scriptural knowledge. The concern
is well founded. Some Reformed
children today are well versed in the
catechisms and basic theology but are
unfamiliar with biblical narrative and
find it difficult to find passages in the
Bible. What we often forget, however,
is that the catechisms were never
meant to be a substitute for Scriptures.
On the contrary, they were to be used
in synergy with a thorough study of
the Bible, the preached Word, and
pastoral instructions. In particular,
the Puritans and Reformers who
wrote the Westminster Standards
and the Three Forms of Unity were
steeped in Bible knowledge, which
permeated every facet of their lives,
and they expected other Christians to
be likewise.
For most of us who are far from the
Puritans’ devotions, striking a balance

between catechism and Scripture
memorization can be difficult, but
it is again a matter of planning,
including both in our family worship
or Sunday school curriculum. In this
respect, Roy has found Starr Meade’s
devotional book, Training Hearts,
Teaching Minds, very useful, with
verses to look up daily.
“Memorizing the catechism is a
great way to learn the doctrines of
Scripture: it teaches theology in a
very succinct way,” said Donna Link,
a home-schooling mother of ten from
Tacoma, Washington. “Memorizing
Scripture is also excellent, and
memorizing the catechism along with
it gives a fuller understanding of what
the different passages of Scripture are
talking about.”
Used in synergy with the Bible, the
catechism becomes all the more
valuable. We can memorize Matthew
10:29–31 and Luke 21:18 and find
comfort in the promise that every
hair of our head is counted, or
Romans 8:28 and know that all things
work together for our good, but when
we see those verses in the context
of HC1, and are reminded that
those same promises are given to us
because we belong to Christ, in virtue
of His sacrifice and in conjunction
with the great benefits of forgiveness
of our sins and deliverance from all
the power of the devil, those words
become much weightier and firmer in
our minds.
This school year, I have been teaching
the trials, crucifixion, and resurrection
of Christ to my 4th–6th grade Sunday
school group, using the Heidelberg
Catechism alongside each lesson, as
an aid both to emphasize the overall
importance and meaning of the Bible
account and to notice the significance
of often-neglected details, such as
the mention of Pontius Pilate in the
Apostles Creed and the relevance of
the cross as instrument of death.

Patience
One of the most comforting thoughts I
have learned as a parent in a Reformed
Church is that we are simply to do
what we are commanded and let the
Holy Spirit work in our children’s
lives. We take our children to public
worship every Sunday, let them hear
the preached Word, and prepare them
to receive the Lord’s Supper. At home,
we have times of family worship
and learn the catechism together.
It sounds reassuringly simple.
Whatever our plan may be for
memorizing the catechism as a family,
whether we set a very approachable
goal of one or two questions and
answers per month, to allow for the
unexpected and to give more time to
review, or we take up the challenge
of memorizing it all, small steps are
easier to maintain at a regular pace.
“We memorize a different line pretty
much every day, and by Saturday
or Sunday we recite the whole
thing together,” explained Roy. “On
Monday, we move on to the new
question. I don’t put pressure on
us to go back and remember all the
previous questions. I am happy if we
can recite the answer at the end of the
week and don’t want to overburden
my family by making too much of it.
Some weeks are better than others,
but we do the best we can.”
With these affordable steps, Kristen
Lopez, Roy’s 13-year old daughter,
has learned to enjoy memorizing the
catechism. “At times it is hard because
of different schedules and late nights,”
she said, “but it is always easy to catch
up on Sunday.”
Roy knows that it’s important not to
miss a week. “We may fall behind
a few days, but then I try to make
sure we practice it more to be caught
up by week’s end. If we ever had to
skip a week, I would continue with
the program and just try to learn
that portion later on. Of course, the

memory work is much easier for the
children than it is for Faith and me.”
Faith Lopez, Roy’s wife, agrees. “My
motivation are my kids. They are
so good at keeping up with their
reading and memorization, it puts
me to shame. It is very difficult for
me, and I struggle to find more time
in my busy schedule and more space
in my head for new information. I’ve
had to make it a priority. It’s just
something that we do, part of our day.
Besides, so many times God has used
our memory work to encourage me.
I would find myself in a particular
struggle, and some words that I had
memorized that week have come to
my mind, helping me to reflect upon
His love, grace, and mercy towards
me in my time of weakness.”
By now, the Lopez family has
discovered that their persistence has
paid off. “What started as a decision
has become a discipline and is now
our habit,” Roy said. Of course, there
are still obstacles. From time to time,
the motivation and discipline need to
be rekindled. “Sometimes it feels like
no one is motivated to do it, or we
get especially busy, or the schedule is
off for some reason, but that is where
the discipline comes in. We continue
to do it because we have set a goal,
and I have tasked myself with the
responsibility to see that we get there.”

Mrs. Simonetta Carr is a
member at Christ United
Reformed Church, Santee, CA.
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Bible Studies on the Life of Abraham
Lesson 15: Abraham, Sarah, and Hagar
Genesis 21:8–34

T

The life of Abraham must have
changed completely when
Ishmael was born. Suddenly it
became Abraham and Ishmael;
Ishmael and Abraham; father
and son; son and father. I am
sure that on many afternoons
Abraham could be heard saying,
“Let the servants do the work;
I’m going to spend time with my
son. Sometimes the emphasis
would be on the “my” and other
times on the “son.” Abraham
was truly happy in the birth of
Isaac, but the love he had for
Ishmael did not diminish in
any way just because Sarah had
given birth. Ishmael was still
Abraham’s son. Any parent who
has more than one child knows
that there is love enough for all
of them. While Isaac was being
weaned, Abraham still spent his
hours with Ishmael. After all,
you cannot do a lot of hunting
or fishing with an infant.

Another Kind of
Laughter
It should not be hard for us to
understand why Ishmael would
make fun of his half-brother.
Ishmael was the heir-apparent
until that other child was born.
For thirteen years he had been
the only child. He had Abraham
all to himself. His father had
taught him how to hunt, fish,
and a host of other things. Even
when God promised Abraham
that a son would be born to
him and Sarah, Abraham’s first
thought was of Ishmael (Genesis
17:18). Once Isaac was born,
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that all changed. Father Abraham still
took his older son with him to the
fields, but it was different. Ishmael
had always been a sore spot between
Abraham and Sarah. At the great
feast Abraham threw for his younger
son, the faults of mother Hagar, who
had earlier despised Sarah (Genesis
16:4), became intensified in her son
Ishmael. Galatians 4:29 indicates that
the mocking referred to in Genesis
21 amounted to persecution of the
boy born by the power of the Spirit.
Through his ridicule of the child of
the promise, Ishmael declared himself
to be outside of that promise.
The relationship between the two
mothers was already strained. At
first, Hagar had the upper hand.
When Isaac was born, not only
did Sarah’s laughter return, but her
dislike for her handmaiden must
have increased. While Isaac may
have been the promised child, Sarah
must have noticed how Abraham
loved the teenage boy. He was, after
all, his firstborn and thereby rightful
heir to all that belonged to Abraham.
She may well have wondered how
young Isaac would defend himself
against the older Ishmael after the
aged parents were gone. When she
saw Ishmael picking on her son, she
could bear it no more and confronted
her husband insisting that the slave
woman and her child be sent away.
When Abraham became distressed
by his wife’s request, God told him
to listen to his wife and assured him
that Ishmael would also become a
great nation, adding, “because he is
your offspring.” For Abraham’s sake
God would see to it that Ishmael
would not perish as he was sent
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away, but prosper and expand into a
great nation.
One can only speculate why God
would want Hagar and Ishmael out of
Abraham’s life. Obviously the friction
between the two boys would only
increase as they grew older. Perhaps
separation at this stage in their
lives would be easier than parting
in the future. It is possible that
Abraham maintained some personal
satisfaction in the fact that he was able
to father Ishmael and was not wholly
appreciative of the grace of God in the
conception and birth of Isaac. It could
also have been for the sake of Isaac.
Rather than growing up a second
son like Abel (whose name meant
“vanity” or “meaningless”), Isaac had
to grow up knowing that he was the
child of the promise, rightful heir to
all God had promised his father.
Nevertheless, the separation had
to take place in order to properly
prepare Abraham for his next test in
faith—the offering up of Isaac. Had
Ishmael still lived at home through
the events of Genesis 22, Abraham
could always have reasoned, “Well, I
still have Ishmael,” thereby lessening
the severity of the test of faith.
“Accidents happen and there’s always
Ishmael.” But Isaac was the child of the
promise, the one through whom the
Savior must come. In this domestic
dispute, God was on Sarah’s side. By
sending the slave woman and her son
away, God shut out any possibility for
Abraham to place his hope or trust in
Ishmael.

In the Desert
Having ridiculed the true heir, and
thereby rejecting God’s purpose for
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Isaac, the natural heir was sent off into
the desert with only as much food and
water as his mother could carry on her
shoulders. Soon the canteen became
as dry as the sand that clung to their
feet. As they moved on, they realized
they were lost. With her water supply
gone and her strength failing, Hagar’s
hope ran dry. She placed her son in
what little shade the desert offered,
moved away, and began to cry. Utterly
spent, she sat on the hot sand waiting
not for help to come, but waiting for
death to come to her and to her son.
To this woman, lost, hopeless, and
dying, God spoke. And He asked
a startling question, “What is the
matter, Hagar?” Not only does it
appear to be a callous question, but
it seems an odd question for an allknowing, sovereign God to ask. She
was lost. She was out of water. Her
son was dying. She was dying. The
answer to the question was obvious!
The answer, however, is not as obvious
as it may appear. The angel of the Lord
did not come to Hagar because she
was lost or because she was crying.
Verse 17 points out very clearly that
the reason God came to Hagar was
because the boy was crying, not
Hagar. The question is not so much
addressed to the circumstances that
Hagar found herself in, but to her
lack of faith. Had not the all knowing,
omniscient, sovereign God told her
the last time she was lost in the desert
that her descendants would be too
numerous to count (Genesis 16:10)?
Had she not named her son Ishmael
(God hears) because of the promises
He had given? It is precisely because
God is sovereign that she needed
to be asked this question. The hope
Hagar had lost was not only in the
lack of water but especially in the
promises of God. She needed to trust
in the promises Abraham’s God had
given to her and to the patriarch. He
would not permit her son to die in

the desert because He had promised
Abraham that Ishmael would become
a great nation.

Galatians 4:21–31
Years later in the city of Galatia, a
group of people tried to persuade
newly-converted Christians that they
needed to have faith in Jesus, but, in
order to be saved, they also had to
do certain good works. Paul referred
them back to the two offspring of the
father of faith.
When the promise of God seemed
short in coming, Abraham and
Sarah tried to take things into their
own hands. They went to the slave
woman and had a son through her.

She represents Abraham trying to
fulfill the promise of God by means
of his own works. God sent that
woman away. She represents the old
covenant, Paul wrote. As long as a
person tries to be saved by his own
works, he must keep the law perfectly
and becomes a slave to the law of
God. Those who attempt salvation
by works find themselves lost in the
desert without water and without
hope. Lost in the wilderness, Hagar
could no longer rely on the water
Abraham had supplied. Clinging to
Abraham’s empty canteen, she could
not see the abundant provision God
had supplied. She had to rest in the
provision given by God. So also, we
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cannot rest in provisions derived
from man or good works; we
must rest solely in that which God
Himself has provided—the sacrifice
of His Son.
Ishmael was born of human effort.
He represents those who believe
they can serve God in their own way
and by their own efforts. Thinking
themselves to be good enough to earn
their own salvation, they despise the
one true way that God has provided
through His Son, Jesus Christ.
Isaac, the miracle son, came into
the world through the power of the
sovereign God. He was a child of
grace born of the free woman, Sarah,
when she was barren and Abraham
as good as dead (Hebrews 11:11, 12).
According to Paul, Isaac represents
the person who acknowledges himself
dead in sin and trespasses, unable to
do any good thing, but saved by the
grace of God.
Many people will claim Abraham as
their spiritual father. What must be
considered, however, is from which
offspring. Are you relying on your
works to save you? When asked how

they will get to heaven, a majority
of people—even people who call
themselves Christians—will tell you
it is because they live a good life.
Paul emphatically states that if you
base any portion of your salvation on
your works, then you are still a slave.
If, however, you depend completely
on the sacrifice made by the New
Testament miracle child, Jesus Christ,
then you are a child of the free woman
and you are no longer a slave, but free.

Return of Abimelech
While Hagar had run out of water,
Abraham had a dispute concerning
water as well. The same king he had
once deceived could not help but
notice how Abraham’s God was
blessing the patriarch. He came
hoping to strike a peace treaty with
Abraham. Abimelech’s request may
well indicate his fear of Abraham’s
increased wealth and the patriarch’s
potential to supplant his dynasty and
kingdom. While discussing the terms
of the treaty, Abraham points out that
one of Abimelech’s servants has seized
a well dug by Abraham’s servants.

Abimelech suggested that he had
never heard that it was Abraham’s
well. Considering the king’s history
with Abraham, there would have
been very little reason for him to
believe Abraham was telling the
truth. Even so, agreements were made
and Abraham stayed in the land of the
Philistines for a long time.
What this passage suggests is that
Abraham was moving away from
being a nomad, wandering from
place to place, and was beginning to
put down roots. The digging of wells,
the planting of a tree, and calling
on the name of the Lord all indicate
that Abraham was settling down to
establish his family and to develop
more deeply his relationship with God.

					

Points to Ponder and Discuss

1. What are some of the differences and similarities between this departure of Hagar and the one in
Genesis 16?
2. Why would Sarah insist that Ishmael be sent away? Why would God insist that Ishmael be sent away?
3. How is the promise to Ishmael different than the one given to Isaac?
4. How was Hager’s experience in the desert similar to the one Abraham was about to face in Genesis 22?
5. What reassuring message did Hagar receive from heaven?
6. How does Paul use the banishment of Ishmael and Hagar to bring the gospel to the Galatian church?
7. Explain the difference between the descendants of Ishmael and those of Isaac.
8. What transition takes place in Abraham’s life at the end of the chapter?
9. How does this chapter set up the next chapter where Abraham will be told to sacrifice his son?
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Lesson 16: The Ultimate Test or the End of Laughter
Genesis 22

T

The great Jehovah had made great
promises to Abraham and had also
led Abraham through many periods
of testing. Some of those tests he
passed; some of the tests he failed,
but in all of them he learned to lean
more and more on the sovereign God
who had brought him into the land of
Canaan. At last the promise given so
many years earlier had been fulfilled:
he and Sarah had a son, the son of the
promise. Abraham had arrived at a
time in his life when for several years
he lived quietly, rejoicing in the Lord’s
faithfulness, while watching with
delight the growth and development
of the promised son.
Suddenly, the quiet rhythm of the
passing days and years was interrupted
by a test that was more severe than
any that Abraham had gone through
before. It took the Lord sixty years to
prepare Abraham for this event. The
Lord never puts a person through a
test before that person is ready for it;
He never sends a trial unless He first
makes preparations for the person
to come through it victoriously (1
Corinthians 10:13). For sixty years
the Lord had led Abraham through
trials of fire, one after the other,
until Abraham was ready to gain
the victory and truly wear the name
“Father of the Faithful” and to be
called “A Friend of God.”

Take Your Son
In a culture that valued a man by the
number of his children, Abraham had
to wait until he was one hundred years
old to have Isaac. God had promised
Abraham several times during his

pilgrimage that he would become the
father of a great nation. Jehovah had
gone so far as to change the patriarch’s
name from Abram (exalted father) to
Abraham (father of a multitude).
Yet from the time Abraham turned
seventy to the time he was in his
nineties, instead of adding to the
family, he watched as his family grew
smaller. First, his father died; then
his nephew, Lot, abandoned him
for the greener pastures of Sodom.
God even told him to send his son,
Ishmael, away. All that was left was
one boy born to him when he was one
hundred years old.
Then God came with the instructions,
“Take your son, your only son,
Isaac, whom you love, and go to
the region of Moriah. Sacrifice him
there as a burnt offering on one of
the mountains I will tell you about.”
How each word must have felt like
another bolt of lightning striking the
heart of Abraham. “Take your son
. . .” not Eliezer, who Abraham had
once thought would be the sole heir
of his wealth (Genesis 15). “Your only
son . . .” not Ishmael, who had been
sent away. “Isaac . . .” the son of the
promise. “Whom you love . . .” and for
whom you had waited all these long
years.
Isaac was the one that God was telling
the patriarch to sacrifice. Abraham
was to be fully aware of that fact and
the fact that God was fully aware of
what He was asking His servant to do.
How old Isaac was at the time cannot
be determined. Some commentaries
put Isaac in his early thirties, others
as a young teenager. The only thing
we can know for certain is that it
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happened after Isaac was weaned
(Genesis 21:28) and before the death
of Sarah (Genesis 23:1). That would
put Isaac somewhere between three
and thirty-seven years old. The fact
that he could talk, reason, and carry
a bundle of sticks up Mount Moriah
certainly makes him older than three
years. In addition, Abraham refers
to him as a “boy” or “lad,” which
would place him not yet at the start of
manhood, which, according to Jewish
tradition, began at age twelve.
While sacrificing one’s child was
a prevalent practice in Canaan for
the pagan gods, Abraham must
have wondered how Jehovah could
demand such a thing from him. Not
only did Abraham love his son, but
what was even more important was
that God had promised that all the
future blessings of salvation were to
come through this particular child.
God had told Abraham that Isaac was
to live, marry, have a family, inherit
the land, and that through his family
would come the great deliverer. Now,
before Isaac was even married or had
any children, God told Abraham,
“Sacrifice him to Me.”
In all the other tests, Abraham had to
respond by relying on the faithfulness
of God. Could God provide during
a famine (Genesis 12)? Could he
survive in the mountains (Genesis
13)? Could God give him the victory
over the kings (Genesis 14)? And,
overarching all the other tests of trust,
could God provide a son to Abraham
and Sarah in their old age? At times
they had wavered in their testing, but
they believed, and Isaac was born.
Indeed, the God Abraham served had
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proven to be a God faithful to His
promises.
Now, however, the test involved
what appeared to be an apparent
conflict within the very words God
had spoken. There was a direct
contradiction between the command
of God and the promises of God. Very
clearly God had promised prosperity
through Isaac; equally clear, however,
was the command that Isaac be killed.

Abraham’s Response
Two options presented themselves to
Abraham. He would have to decide
which of the two options he would
choose. His choice would reveal what
he believed about God. Abraham
could have believed that God was an
erratic, wavering God who changed
his plans from one day to the next,

held Isaac in his hands to bind him on
the altar, did he recall the first time he
held his son as he came from Sarah’s
womb? Did he recall the times that
he would hold that same little body
to feed him, bathe him, rock him,
and laugh with him? Where was the
laughter now? Before lifting the knife
up into the air to destroy in a single
move the life that carried all the
promises given to him, did he have
some parting words or a final kiss?
How easy it is for me, as a father with
a thirteen-year old son, to imagine
how incredibly emotional this may
have been for Abraham. And yet, not
one word of Abraham’s feelings is
expressed in this entire chapter.
More incredible than any emotion
Abraham may have felt was his faith.
Not only was Abraham exercising

come back to you.” Did you catch
that? Abraham intended to sacrifice
his son as God had commanded him
to do, but he also knew that after the
two had worshiped on the mountain,
the two of them would return—he
and the boy. They would return and
join the servants for the trip back to
Beersheba.
Hebrews 11:19 tells us, “Abraham
reasoned that God could raise the
dead, and figuratively speaking, he
did receive Isaac back from the dead.”
Abraham had faith enough to expect
a resurrection. Certainly he had never
seen a resurrection take place in his
life. But he knew Jehovah was his God.
He knew Jehovah was not a liar. He
knew the promises that Jehovah had
given him. And he knew the power
of Jehovah. Had not this same God

Abraham’s response is, “God will provide Himself the lamb for a burnt offering.” It is a
subtle difference, yet a very significant one. What is the object of the verb? In one “God
Himself will provide a lamb . . .” in the other, “God will provide Himself . . .”
an arbitrary God who was not sure
Himself what He wanted and therefore
would one day promise one thing and
the next day demand another. Such
were the gods of Ur and Canaan.
Such is the god of Islam. The other
option was to believe that, although
Abraham may not have seen a clear
solution to the conflict between the
promise and the command, God did.
Therefore, God could be trusted and
needed to be obeyed.
Abraham’s obedience was incredible.
He got up early the next morning,
saddled the donkey, cut the firewood,
and made the trip to Moriah. From
the very beginning to when he
actually picked up the knife to slay his
only son there was no reluctance, no
hesitation, and no doubt. What went
though Abraham’s mind during that
three-day journey to Moriah? As he

faith, he was working with it.
Abraham was not brooding over the
gruesome sacrifice that was about to
take place; he was puzzling over the
problem that the sacrifice presented:
How can God be true to His promise
if I sacrifice Isaac? What is God going
to do to remain true to His Word?
Those were the kinds of questions
that Abraham must have considered
all the way to Moriah.
Abraham never panicked. He did not
raise an angry fist to God. He knew
the character of God and entrusted
his life and Isaac’s life into God’s care.
In fact, by the time the two arrive at
Moriah with the servants, Abraham
had things pretty well figured out.
He knew God would be faithful to
His promises. He said to the servants
in v. 5, “”Stay here with the donkeys
while I and the boy go over there.
We will worship, and then we will

taken a barren woman and an old man
(both as good as dead) and produced
life through them? Abraham believed
that God could also take his son,
Isaac, whom he would sacrifice, and
raise him from the dead.
Some would argue that it was a foolish
logic on the part of Abraham to expect
God to raise Isaac from the dead.
Have you ever seen a resurrection?
No? Does that mean you refuse to
believe in it? Just because you have
never seen a resurrection does not
make it impossible for a God who is
able to do all things. God is life. God
is the author of life. It would be a
small matter for the God who created
heaven and earth by His word and
then breathed the breath of life into
Adam to breathe life back into Isaac.
A resurrection is not impossible. Our
Christian faith depends on it!
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God Provides
As Abraham and Isaac made their
way up the mountain, Isaac broke the
silence by asking, “The fire and wood
are here, but where is the lamb for the
burnt offering?”
Abraham answered, “God Himself
will provide the lamb for the burnt
offering, my son.”
There is nothing in all of literature
more touching or more sacred that
this question innocently asked,
and the father’s self-restraint in
answering. The sad part is that many
translations miss the beauty of it.
Literally translated from the Hebrew,
Abraham’s response is, “God will
provide Himself the lamb for a burnt
offering.” It is a subtle difference,
yet a very significant one. What is
the object of the verb? In one “God
Himself will provide a lamb . . .” in the
other, “God will provide Himself . . .”

All that took place in Genesis 22 was
done to foreshadow an event that
would take place centuries later. At
that time, a man from Galilee came
to the lower end of the Jordan River
to be baptized by a prophet who had
been turning the country upside
down through his preaching. As this
man from Galilee was being baptized,
the Spirit of God in the form of a dove
came down and rested on Him. A
voice was heard from heaven saying,
“This is My beloved Son in whom I
am well pleased.” The next day, John
the Baptist was standing with two
of his disciples when the same Man
walked by. John said, “Behold, the
Lamb of God who takes away the sin
of the world.”
Three years later, this same Man
went up to Mount Moriah, which
was at that time called Jerusalem.
While there, He was handed over to
the authorities, tried, beaten, and
sentenced to die. Like the thorncrowned ram that God supplied to
Abraham in place of Isaac, Jesus, the
Son of God, was sacrificed in place of

the sinner. God had provided Himself
as the sacrifice. He did not have an
angel stop proceedings at Calvary.
The Father went through with the
sacrifice and killed His only begotten
Son. Jesus died on the cross as the
true Lamb God provided.
The obedience of Abraham in offering
up Isaac is a lively illustration of God’s
great love to us. He delivered up His
only Son to suffer and die on our
behalf as a sacrifice for our sins. We
are to follow in the footsteps of the
patriarch who walked by faith and
not by sight and who was willing to
part with all for the sake of his Lord
and God.

Rev. Wybren H. Oord
is the co-pastor of the
Trinity United Reformed
Church in Lethbridge,
Alberta, Canada, and the
editor of The Outlook.

Points to Ponder and Discuss
1. How would each word or phrase in God’s command to Abraham intensify the emotion, tension, and 		
potential anguish Abraham might have felt?
2. From what you have learned about Abraham, why would this be an especially difficult test for the patriarch?
3. What was God asking Abraham to give up in sacrificing Isaac?
4. Throughout the chapter we read nothing of Abraham’s internal struggle. How do his actions reveal 		
his obedience and faith?
5. Why must obedience and faith go hand in hand?
6. In what way does Abraham show faithfulness to God?
7. What stopped Abraham from sacrificing his son?
8. Why do you think that both Abraham and the author of Genesis repeatedly stress that “the Lord will provide”?
9. How does this chapter point to Jesus Christ?
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Mormonism and Historic
Christianity: The Comparison
Many
Christian
readers
will
already see a stark, dark, and deep
difference between Christianity and
Mormonism. There are many ways
to approach this topic of comparing
Mormonism and Christianity. I’ve
read—and you’ve probably seen—
many good websites, books, and essays
on this very subject. There are many
helpful ones; you need only to search
the topic to find quality material (and
some not-so-good information). I
encourage the reader to see what
Anthony Hoekema, Walter Martin,
James White, Bill McKeever, and
Jerald and Sandra Tanner (and others
who have examined, evaluated, and
done excellent work in this area) have
written on this topic.
For the sake of clarity, in a point-bypoint manner, we now compare the
two in the same order we looked at
Mormon teachings. Many have rightly
pointed out how Mormon history
is incompatible and incoherent due
to lack of archaeological evidence.
For example, they say the American
Indians are some sort of cursed Jews,
whereas DNA tests have shown
American Indians to be genetic
relatives of Eastern peoples. They also
note huge Nephite/Lamanite cultures
in Central America that secular
archaeologists have not been able
to confirm. However, the following
discussion is primarily focused on
the religious/spiritual side of things,
rather than the archeological/
historical side.
The careful reader will notice the
absence of a separate discussion of the
doctrine of the church (ecclesiology)

below. Instead of giving it a separate
section, I have included the different
parts of it in the other sections below.
Finally, one more note before moving
on: I have only provided one or two
examples under each heading, when
in fact there are many more examples
that prove my point. I have left many
out for reasons of space and ease of
reading.

.......................

Latter Day Saints: A Summary and Evaluation 		
of Mormonism (2)

Rev. Shane
Lems

Joseph Smith: Prophet?
For a prophet to be a true prophet,
he must be trustworthy; i.e. his
prophecies must be validated. Smith,
in D&C 87:1–3 prophesied that
the Civil War would spread to all
nations: “Verily, thus saith the Lord
concerning the wars that will shortly
come to pass, beginning at the
rebellion of South Carolina, which
will eventually terminate in the death
and misery of many souls; And the
time will come that war will be poured
out upon all nations, beginning at
this place.” A few verses later, Smith
noted that the war would also move to
Great Britain. One doesn’t even need
to read history books to realize this
did not happen. No matter how you
slice it, as they say, this prophecy was
patently false and never came to pass
at all. Hence, Smith as true prophet
is in serious question. How can you
trust a prophet whose prophecies do
not come true? If one prophecy was
false, that brings into question the
rest of the prophet’s words.
On the other hand, the prophecies
of the Bible are consistent and
verifiable. Start with Genesis 3:15,
where Moses writes that the seed of
the woman would crush the head of
the serpent’s seed. It happened at the
cross and in the resurrection. Also,
note Joel (OT) and Jesus (NT) both
said that the Spirit would come upon
God’s people. It happened in Acts
2, at Pentecost. The Bible can stand
up to the validation test of prophecy.
Only the Word of God is true and
trustworthy at every point: Jesus is
the way, the truth, and the life.
If indeed Smith was another prophet
along the lines of the biblical
prophets, one would expect a crystal
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clear emphasis of this in the OT and
NT. If the BoM is indeed another
testament, you would no doubt see
this clearly noted in the OT and NT.
However, the Bible says nothing
about a third testament. To be
sure, many Mormon scholars find
prophecies in the Bible that speak
about Smith, but in the history of
exegesis (interpretation of Scripture)
no other commentators have ever said
anything about the Bible prophesying
about a third testament that would
come to a man in America in the
nineteenth century. You can read
early church fathers like Ignatius,
the letters of Clement, Polycarp,
all of Philip Schaff ’s histories of the
Christian church; you can read all the
early to medieval church fathers, later
teachers, catechisms, and creeds, and
you will find no jot or tittle about a
third testament and new prophet in
America in the 1820s.
Historic Christianity teaches thus:
Jesus is the final prophet, and the NT
is the final testament. Hebrews 1:1–2
says, “Long ago, at many times and in
many ways, God spoke to our fathers
by the prophets, but in these last days
he has spoken to us by his Son.” In
other words, many prophets spoke in
many words and many places in the
past (pre-NT era), but in the last days
(NT era and beyond) God has spoken
through his Son, the final prophet
Jesus. In still other words, the NT
stops itself. Jude 3 tells us to contend
for the faith once for all delivered to
the saints. The divine deposit has
been completed and delivered; the
canon is closed. It is not fluctuating
or progressing. Paul is the last apostle
(1 Cor. 15:8); the NT has fulfilled the
promises of the OT, and the canon
is complete. Of course, this has to
do with the doctrine of the church
as well: only the OT/NT constitutes
the church. She needs no other Word
from God.
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To say that we need another prophet
is to say Jesus didn’t do his work as
prophet well enough; it is to say that
he has not perfectly revealed the will
of God for our salvation. Even though
Mormons adamantly teach that Smith
is not their savior, without Smith,
they would not know salvation or the
“gospel principles.” Hence, a Mormon
cannot be saved without the testimony
of Smith. Historic Christianity needs
no one besides Jesus: he is our final
and perfect prophet, and the canon is
closed because his work is done. He’s
in heaven, sending his Spirit to make
the closed canon “live” for us in our
present day. The Holy Spirit does not
bring new prophecies, but reminds
and teaches us the words of Christ
(John 14:16; 16:13–14).
In a word, you cannot believe Joseph
Smith and Jesus: the latter renders the
former an unneeded and pointless
prophet. Only Jesus has the words of
life (John 6:68), the final Word. This
has to do with the church as well:
Jesus constituted his church and has
given pastors, elders, and deacons
who do not give new revelation but
preach and teach what has already
been spoken. The external written
and preached word—in the power
of the Holy Spirit—precedes, makes,
and determines the same Spirit’s
work inside a person. That is,
objective truths of the Spirit speaking
in Scripture trump and shape the
subjective response of the believer;
the former precedes and validates
the latter. It is just the opposite in
Mormonism.

The Book of Mormon
The BoM teaches that Jesus went
to Central America after his
resurrection, made disciples, and
taught many things, as we learned
earlier (3 Nephi 11:1–12). If Jesus
had gone to Central America—or
anywhere besides Palestine after his
resurrection, one would think this
would be abundantly clear in the OT

or NT. Not only is Scripture silent
concerning a trek of Jesus to another
country after his resurrection, the
Bible actually puts Jesus in Palestine
for the forty days between his
resurrection and ascension. In Acts
1:3, Luke writes that Jesus was seen
by his chosen apostles for the forty
days that he taught them about
the kingdom of God. There is a
clear contradiction—irreconcilable
difference—between the BoM and
the Bible; only one is correct. No
matter which side a Mormon takes,
he is chopping off the branch on
which he sits—if the BoM is wrong,
Mormonism falls. If the NT is wrong,
the Bible falls. These are the horns of
a dilemma that Mormonism cannot
avoid. It is irrational and illogical for
the Mormon to believe both at the
same time.
Furthermore, if the BoM is indeed
a “restored gospel” or “another
testament” of Jesus, we should also be
able to find this prophecy clearly in
Scripture. We should be able to read
Paul’s explanation of more Scripture,
of “another testament;” we should
be able to read about a third witness
somewhere in our two witnesses (OT
and NT). However, we do not. To be
fair, many Mormon scholars quote
OT and NT texts (i.e. Ezek. 37:16–19)
to show that the Bible refers to the
BoM. However, this interpretation of
biblical prophecy is completely out
of step with the history of Christian
interpretation. To repeat an earlier
point, the Bible closes itself. The
faith has been delivered: the body
of teaching and history of the ways
of God in the world is finished. If
anyone adds to or takes away from
the closed canon, he will be accursed
(Rev. 22:18). In Paul’s terms, there is
no more or new gospel: “If any man
preach any other gospel unto you
than that ye have received, let him be
accursed” (Gal. 1:8). We have all the
“gospel principles” we need in the

Old and New Testaments. Anything
else is not from God. Anything else
is another gospel—a false gospel—
under God’s curse.

God’s people speaking of themselves
as children of God: in other words,
“God” in Alma 31:15 is referring to
the Father.

The BoM is also incoherent.
Many words in it are historically
anachronistic—that is, words like
“Gospel of Jesus Christ,” “cross,”
“church,” “Bible,” “crucify,” “Christian”
are used in the BoM hundreds of
years before Christ (BC). Also,
another contradiction between the
BoM and the Bible has to do with this
anachronism. The BoM says followers
of Christ were called Christians first
around 73 BC (Alma 46:15) whereas
the Bible says followers of Jesus were
first called Christians in Antioch
around 70 BC (Acts 11:26). Again, not
only are these two completely opposite
and contradictory, the BoM also
runs roughshod over the progressive
revelation from OT to NT. The BoM
uses the same terms and concepts
(except names) in the periods BC and
AD. In the Bible, however, revelation
progresses so we learn more about the
Messiah slowly, in concealed ways,
throughout the OT. The Bible does
not use NT terms in the OT as the
BoM does. In the Bible, the language
matches the date. Again, to believe
fully in the BoM and the Bible at the
same time is irrational—only one can
be true, not both.

One more glaring contradiction is
found between Alma 34:36 and D&C
130:3. In the former, we read that “the
Lord . . . in the hearts of the righteous
doth . . . dwell.” In the latter, we read,
“The idea that the Father and the
Son dwell in a man’s heart is an old
sectarian notion, and is false.” Only
one of the two can be correct, unless
it is permissible for a trustworthy
scripture to be illogical and
incoherent. In summary, the internal
teachings of the Mormon scriptures
contradict each other. The words of
Mormon scriptures are not “pure
words, as silver tried in a furnace of
earth, purified seven times” (Ps. 12:6).

Moving to another aspect of the BoM
and Mormonism’s other scriptures,
one finds stark contradictions. For
example, Alma 31:15 says, “Holy, holy
God; we believe that thou art God, and
we believe that thou art holy, and that
thou wast a spirit, and that thou art
a spirit, and that thou wilt be a spirit
forever [emphasis mine]. Completely
in opposition, D&C 130:22 says that
“The Father has a body of flesh and
bones as tangible as man’s [emphasis
mine]. Which is it? The two cannot
stand together: they are illogical. The
context of the above Alma 31 verse is

Finally,
concerning
Mormon
scriptures, we notice more crystal
clear examples of how they are at
odds with the OT/NT. The BoM
prophesied that Jesus would be born
at Jerusalem (Alma 7:10), whereas
the Bible prophesied that he would
be born at Bethlehem (Micah 5:2).
Many have made long lists of the
unambiguous differences between
the Bible and the Mormon scriptures:
a quick Internet search will provide
many such lists. Suffice it to say that
the two are completely irreconcilable
and cannot stand together at any
time, any way, no matter how much
one tries to harmonize them. They
cannot be joined together because
they teach completely different and
opposite things.

in historic Christianity—it is an
affront to the essential attributes of
God himself according to Scripture.
Denying ex nihilo by asserting eternal
matter is an unmistakable sign that
Mormonism is opposed to historic
Christianity. The Bible teaches that the
triune God alone is eternal, without
beginning or end, and that he created
all things out of nothing. Scripture
teaches that “things which are seen
were not made of things which do
appear” (Heb. 11:3). In other words,
God has created all things (Rev. 4:11);
“all things” include time, matter,
creaturely intelligence, and so forth.
In historic Christian theology, before
the creation of the world, time did
not exist, matter did not exist, created
intelligence did not exist, spiritchildren did not exist, gods did not
exist—the only thing in existence

Mormon World History,
Anthropology, and
Soteriology (Salvation)
Mormons teach that elements are
eternal, as we read earlier. In other
words, Mormon theology holds that
before the creation of the world, there
was a substance or matter that was coeternal with God. This is anathema
East spire of San Diego LDS Temple
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was the triune God, who alone
inhabits eternity. As Herman Bavinck
wrote, “if only a single particle were
not created out of nothing, God
would not be God.” Exactly: since
Mormonism denies ex nihilo, their
god is a fabricated figment of the
fallen imagination, not the triune
God of Scripture.
Also, it is quite clear to most Christians
that we did not exist as spirit-beings
before creation. Paul himself said it
quite clearly—and Genesis 1–3 is firm
on the matter—that Adam was the first
human, a man of the earth, of the dust
(1 Cor. 15:47). He was created body
first, and then God breathed into him
the breath of life. That “breath of life”
was not a pre-existent spirit-being,
but the very life created by God’s
word on the sixth day of creation.
Mormonism and historic Christianity
cannot be reconciled at this point.
Not only are they irreconcilable, they
are completely at odds. Mormonism
says “spirit-being” first, then earthly
being; Christianity says no.
Concerning Adam and Eve, historic
Christianity has said the church existed
from the beginning of the world and
will continue to the end. There is no
point in history where Christ’s church
disappears, as Mormonism teaches.
Joseph Smith said there were no true
churches on the earth at the beginning
of his call; Jesus says the gates of hell
will not prevail against the church. Here
is yet another clear and contradictory
difference.
Though we are under the heading
world history and not theology
proper, it is important to note that
the Christian position flatly and
firmly denies that a plurality of gods
helped God create the world. Again,
this runs against every fiber, every
tenet, every precept and principle of
the teaching of historic Christianity.
When Brigham Young said there
were many gods, when Joseph Smith
said that the gods helped create world
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out of pre-existing matter, they were
speaking against the historic Christian
teaching of creation. From Genesis
1:1, “In the beginning God,” to Isaiah
44:24, “I am the lord that maketh
all things; that stretcheth forth the
heavens alone; that spreadeth abroad
the earth by myself,” the Scripture is
unequivocal: the triune God alone
created all things out of nothing. In
fact, this is such an essential doctrine
that not believing it means a person
is not a Christian at all. If one cannot
affirm the opening words of Genesis
with the NT church, he cannot wear a
name tag “Christian.”
What of Adam and Eve and the fall?
Mormonism teaches the contrary of
what Christianity teaches. Mormons,
as Smith said, teach that Adam’s fall
was a fall upwards, a good thing
that enabled the spirit-children to
take on human bodies. Mormonism
equivocates the fall of Adam. Historic
Christian churches teach—following
the warp and woof of the whole
Bible—that Adam’s sin was a fall, an
ethical transgression, a breaking of
the covenant of works, and that his sin
plunged the whole world into bondage
and death. There was nothing good in
Adam’s sin, even if God did use it for
his purposes. Romans 5 and elsewhere
plainly calls Adam’s sin the reason
for the sin, death, and condemnation
that spread to all people. Also, historic
Christians have typically taught
original sin, that Adam represented
all people in the garden, and when he
fell, we fell with him; “In Adam’s fall we
sinned all” is the language of historic
Christianity (cf. Ps. 51:5). Let’s be clear
as we move on: when Mormonism
calls Adam’s sin a “fall upward,” they
are calling evil good, as Isaiah warns
against (5:20).
Concerning man’s salvation and
destiny, we saw how Mormons teach
progression: if one trusts in Jesus
Christ, believes the fact that Joseph
Smith was a prophet, and is obedient
to the “gospel principles,” he will

attain godhood in the highest of the
three spheres. Again, Mormons teach
that you have to “trust and obey”
instead of simply believe the gospel.
D&C 132:21 says, “Verily, verily, I say
unto you, except ye abide my law ye
cannot attain to this glory.”
Mormons hate the doctrine of
faith alone that Christians hold so
dearly. In this regard, Mormons are
modern day versions of Pelagius,
or at least in his family: they deny
original sin and teach that obedience
is in the definition of faith. Paul’s
view, however—which Augustine,
Luther, the Heidelberg Catechism,
the Westminster Standards follow—
is that a person is justified simply
by believing (Gal. 2:16, 3:10–12).
Believing (faith) under the rubric of
justification does not include works
or faithfulness. Mormons attempt
to call faith a gift, but it is a reward
of faithfulness. Romans 4:1 says the
opposite—rewarding faithfulness or
works is simply a person’s “due” for
that faithfulness, not a gift. To call the
reward for doing something a “gift” is
to water down grace into something
partially earned and sola fide is
trampled upon.
Also, while Mormons teach that man
can attain godhood, Christians say
no way. According to Scripture and
Christian theology, man will never
share any of the incommunicable
attributes of God, the characteristics
that God himself has, that make
him God. Again, this has to do with
the Creator/creature distinction.
Mormons have no clear distinction;
Christians do have a clear distinction.

Rev. Shane Lems is the
pastor and church planter at
the United Reformed Church
in Sunnyside, WA.

Book Review: Christians Get
Depressed Too
By David Murray
ISBN: 978-1-60178-100-0
Published by Reformation Heritage
Books (2010) $7.50
Statistics show that nearly 20.9
million American adults, or about
9.5 percent of the U.S. population
age 18 and older in a given year,
suffer from depression (i.e. have a
mood disorder).1 A number of these
suffering adults are members of our
conservative Reformed churches.
Unfortunately, many depressed
believers have been greatly injured by
the counsel they have received by wellmeaning yet misinformed Reformed
Christians who have taken the
extreme position of Dr. Jay
Adams in the complex area of
depression. I have personally
had the unpleasant experience
of observing and dealing with
the negative results of such
“extremism” in my ministry.
Dr. Adams, the pioneer of
the Nouthetic Counseling
Movement, and those who
have closely followed him in
the modern biblical counseling
movement, have taken the
position that almost all
depression is caused by sin and
therefore rebuke, repentance,
and confession are required.
Dr. Murray, in a kind-spirited,
positive way, explains the
weakness of this method of
handling depression on page
19 of his book: “While Adams
is to be commended for giving
an important place to personal

.......................

Book Review: Christians Get Depressed Too

Rev. Jeff
Doll

responsibility, he errs in placing
all responsibility on the depressed
patient. Adams fails to appreciate the
significant difference in kind between
bad moods or short term depressions
of spirit, which are sometimes sinful
and to be repented of, and the deeper
kinds of depression, which often have
far more complex causes than the
sinful choices of individuals.”

while addressing the weaknesses, he
writes on page 23, “Admittedly, they
have changed the focus in their search
for the counselee’s sin from Adams’s
external behaviorism to the more
biblical and spiritual issues of heart
idolatry. However, in most cases, the
search for sin remains their default
starting position; the problem is sin,
the cure is repentance.”

Thankfully, Dr. Murray is not afraid
to point out the fact that many within
the modern-day biblical counseling
movement still use language that
supports Adams’s conclusion. Again,
using a style of writing wherein he
commends the good changes that
have occurred within the movement

The content of Murray’s book
provides concise, sound, practical,
and easy-to-understand advice to the
reader. This book needs to be placed
in the hands of the depressed and
their caregivers. It also needs to be
on the shelf of every pastor, elder, and
biblical counselor.
			
1. Kessler R. C., Chiu W.T., Demler O.,
Walters E. E., Prevalence, severity, and
comorbidity of twelve-month DSM-IV
disorders in the National Comorbidity
Survey Replication (NCS-R). Archives of
General Psychiatry, 2005 Jun, 62(6):617-27.
(Dr. Murray was the keynote speaker at the
IRBC Conference on Depression on March
4–5, 2011.)

Dr. Jeff Doll is the Pastor
of Biblical Counseling at
Cornerstone URC and the
Director of the newly-formed
Institute for Reformed Biblical
Counseling of Hudsonville, MI.
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A Series on The Revelation of 		
Jesus Christ: The Everlasting Gospel

......................

Amazing Grace! How sweet the sound, That saved
a wretch like me! I once was lost, but now am found,
Was blind, but now I see!

}

Looking Above

Revelation 14:6–13

{

We sing these words often, but do we
fully grasp their weight? What is it
that separates the redeemed from the
unredeemed? What is it that separates
believers from unbelievers? What is
it that separates the saved from the
lost? What is it that separates the
elect from the reprobate? And, in the
words of Revelation 14, what is it that
separates the 144,000 from the rest of
mankind? To these questions we can
respond with but one word: grace. It
is grace that separates the redeemed
from the unredeemed, the believer
from the unbeliever, the saved from
the lost, the elect from the reprobate,
and the 144,000 from the rest of
mankind.
It is grace—amazing grace—that is seen
in the vision of Revelation 14:6–13.
We begin with verse 6, where John
writes, “Then I saw another angel
flying in the midst of heaven, having
the everlasting gospel to preach to
those who dwell on the earth—to
every nation, tribe, tongue, and
people . . .” This vision of the angel

{

flying in the midst of heaven, having
the everlasting gospel to preach to
those who dwell on earth, sets before
us the sovereignty of God’s amazing
grace.
Notice in the first place that it is an
angel who proclaims the gospel. A
heavenly messenger proclaims the
gospel, not an earthly one. There is no
human messenger present here—no
apostle, no preacher, no evangelist—
no man is present to bring the
gospel. Here there is only a heavenly
messenger—a heavenly messenger
alone brings the gospel. The point is
that the gospel goes forth irrespective
of the agency of man—the gospel is
simply not dependent on any man,
whether it be apostle, preacher, or
evangelist. When it comes to the
proclamation of the gospel, no man is
indispensable.
Notice in the second place that the
gospel is called the everlasting gospel.
You might recall here the words of
Isaiah 40:6–8, “All flesh is grass, and
all its loveliness is like the flower of
the field. The grass withers, the flower
fades, because the breath of the Lord

Rev. Brian
Vos

blows upon it; surely the people are
grass. The grass withers, the flower
fades, but the word of our God stands
forever.” The point is that the Word
of the Lord is not dependent on man.
The gospel is everlasting, man is not.
Thus the gospel is not dependent on
man. It is an everlasting gospel.
Now, of course, we believe that God
uses means. We believe that God calls
men to preach the gospel. Romans
10 makes that clear. The point of
Revelation 14, however, is this: no
man—be he apostle, preacher, or
evangelist—can take credit for the
message, nor for the success of that
message. It is God who gives the
message, and it is God who gives
success to the message. It is God who
sends forth His Word, and it is God
who accomplishes the purpose for
which He sends it. There is, then,
no room for boasting, no room for
pride—not on the part of any apostle,
preacher, or evangelist—for the
success of the gospel does not come
from them. It is all of grace, sovereign
grace, amazing grace.

‘Twas grace that taught my heart to fear
And grace my fears relieved; How precious did that grace appear
The hour I first believed!
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Verse 6 sets before us the everlasting
gospel. Verses 7–11 proceed to set
before us the content of that gospel,
and they do so by turning our
attention to the messages of three
angels.
Consider the first angel, verses 6–7:
“Then I saw another angel flying
in the midst of heaven, having the
everlasting gospel to preach to those
who dwell on the earth—to every
nation, tribe, tongue and people—
saying with a loud voice, ‘Fear God
and give glory to Him, for the hour of
His judgment has come; and worship
Him who made heaven and earth, the
sea and springs of water.”
The first angel comes with the
command to fear God and give Him
glory. We are commanded to fear God
and give Him glory because the hour
of His judgment has come. The first
angel proclaims a message of urgency.
The hour of judgment is at hand. In
the message of the first angel we learn
how we should view the time period in
which we live. It is a time of supreme
urgency. The whole time period
between Christ’s first coming and His
return is pictured to us here in terms
of an hour. We are living in the hour
of His judgment. It is but a little time
until Christ comes again to judge the
living and the dead. The day of grace
is almost over. The hour of judgment
is at hand. It is only a little while until
Christ comes to judge and to establish
a new heavens and a new earth.
From the first angel we learn that the
message of the gospel is a message of
urgency. Gospel proclamation carries
with it the urgent warning of judgment
soon to come. That’s part and parcel to
the message of the gospel.
Consider the second angel, verse 8,
“And another angel followed, saying,
‘Babylon is fallen, is fallen, that great
city, because she has made all nations
drink of the wine of the wrath of her
fornication.”

The second angel comes with the
message of the fall of the city of man.
Babylon is set before us here as the
city of man. From the time of Cain
onward, fallen man has been involved
in the enterprise of building the city
of man in rebellion against the city
of God. Now we are told that the city
of man will fall. Fallen man, you may
recall from Revelation 13:18, bears
the mark of the beast and the number
of his name, and that number is the
number of man: 666. Man was created
on the sixth day, and in and of himself,
he cannot attain the seventh day, the
day of rest. If left to himself, man falls
short and fails to attain the seventh
day. In fact, his is failure on failure
on failure. Thus, while man builds his
kingdom, while he develops culture,
while he builds society, he is certain
to fail; his kingdom must fail. This is
the message of the second angel: the
city of man is certain to fall.
From the second angel we learn that the
message of the gospel is a message that
man only fails. Gospel proclamation
carries with it the message of the
failure of man. That’s part and parcel
to the message of the gospel.
Consider the third angel, verses 9–11,
“Then a third angel followed them,
saying with a loud voice, ‘If anyone
worships the beast and his image,
and receives his mark on his forehead
or on his hand, he himself shall also
drink of the wine of the wrath of God,
which is poured out full strength into
the cup of His indignation. He shall
be tormented with fire and brimstone
in the presence of the holy angels and
in the presence of the Lamb. And
the smoke of their torment ascends
forever and ever; and they have no
rest day or night, who worship the
beast and his image, and whoever
receives the mark of his name.’”
The third angel comes with the
message of eternal damnation. What
is so terrifying about his message is
this: his message has individuals in

view! Those persons who scorn the
warning of judgment, those persons
who belong to the city of man, and are
presently involved in building the city
of man, will ultimately be damned.
They will be made to drink of “the
wine of the wrath of God, which is
poured out full strength into the cup
of His indignation.” Poured out on
them will be the wrath of God without
mercy, without restraint. They will be
“tormented with fire and brimstone
in the presence of the holy angels
and in the presence of the Lamb.”
Sometimes jokes are made about “fire
and brimstone” sermons. This is no
joke. This is torment and pain beyond
description, the just deserts of those
who have sinned against a holy God
and who have not fled to Jesus Christ
for mercy and grace!
But that’s still not all. We are told
in verse 11 that “the smoke of their
torment ascends forever and ever.”
Where there is smoke, there is fire!
What Jesus says about hell is true: the
fire is not quenched for all eternity.
Burning, eternal burning shall
torment the damned, but it shall not
consume them. Notice that the smoke
of their torment ascends forever. Ever
dying, but never dead; ever burning,
but never consumed; such is the
condition of the damned in hell.
Consequently, “they have no rest day
or night.” Here is what those who
belong to the city of man finally attain,
no rest day or night. They never attain
the seventh day. They never rest. And
notice how eternity for the damned is
marked: it is marked in terms of day
and night, as if to add to the horror
of their suffering. When day is gone,
night comes, and it brings no rest
from their torment. When night is
gone, day comes, and it brings no
rest from their torment. Forever and
ever the torment continues, and that
without hope, and that without end!
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From the third angel we learn that the
message of the gospel is a message that
proclaims eternal damnation. Gospel
proclamation carries with it the
message of eternal damnation. That’s
part and parcel to the gospel message.
The cumulative effect of the messages
of the three angels is to bring us to
verses 12–13, where we learn of the
patience and mission of the church.

{

what He has saved you from! He has
saved you from the horrors of hell by
experiencing those horrors Himself
and in your place. And now you begin
to see how gospel is truly good news!
Consider what your Savior has saved
you from. Does it not lead you to
extol the sovereignty of grace!

Through many dangers, toils, and snares
I have already come; ‘Tis grace hath brought me safe thus far
And grace will lead me home.

Here also is the mission of the church.
To be sure, we are called to patience,
but that patience does not imply
inactivity. We read in verse 13, “Then
I heard a voice from heaven saying to
me, ‘Write: Blessed are the dead who
die in the Lord from now on.’ ‘Yes,’
says the Spirit, ‘that they may rest
from their labors, and their works do
follow them.’”
Those who die in the Lord are blessed
because for them there is no more
danger, no more toil, no more snares;
by grace they have been led home.
They are blessed indeed. They rest
from their labors, and their works do
follow them. Those who die in the Lord
rest from their labors. In distinction
from the damned in hell, who do not
rest day or night, those who die in the
Lord rest for all eternity: they have
reached the seventh day of rest, even
the Sabbath of God. They rest from
their labors, and their works follow
them. That implies that prior to death,
they did labor, and they did work!
This does not mean that their labors
and works have somehow become

{

In verse 12, we read, “Here is the
patience of the saints; here are those
who keep the commandments of God
and the faith of Jesus.” In light of all
that we have just read and considered,
here is the response of the saints: we
are called to patience, and we are
called to cling to Jesus. When you
consider verses 6–11, with all the
horrors and terrors they contain, you
are led to consider Jesus Christ and

the meritorious basis for reward in
heaven. It does mean that even their
good works and their labor were
given to them by grace. Notice that it
is the Spirit who speaks these words—
the Spirit who unites us to Christ and
makes us wholeheartedly ready and
willing from now on to live for Him.
It is the Spirit who causes us to work.
It is the Spirit who causes me to labor.
Our work and labor on behalf of the
kingdom of God are gifts of grace!
Now, let’s tie this all together. We have
before us here in verse 13, something
of the mission of the church. She is
called to labor and work on behalf of
the kingdom of God, not to build that
kingdom here below as though it were
an earthly kingdom, but to work on
behalf of the kingdom of God in such
a way that men and women are called
to look to the kingdom above, even to
Jesus Christ!
You might remember here the words
of verse 6: the everlasting gospel is
to be proclaimed to those who dwell
on the earth, to every nation, tribe,
tongue, and people! We said above

}

concerning verse 6, that the gospel
goes forth irrespective of man.
While that is true, it is not intended
to absolve us of our responsibility
in proclaiming the gospel. Rather,
it is intended to remind us that the
success of the gospel is not of us. That
too is all of grace.
For in the final analysis, what is it
that separates the redeemed from the
unredeemed? What is it that separates
believers from unbelievers? What is it
that separates the saved from the lost?
What is it that separates the elect from
the reprobate? And, in the words of
Revelation 14, what is it that separates
the 144,000 from the rest of mankind?
To these questions we can respond
with but one word: “Grace.” It is grace
that separates the redeemed from the
unredeemed, the believer from the
unbeliever, the saved from the lost,
the elect from the reprobate, and the
144,000 from the rest of mankind. It
is grace, amazing grace!
And we’ll have all eternity to grasp
the full weight of that!

When we’ve been there ten thousand years,
Bright shining as the sun,We’ve no less days to sing God’s praise
Than when we first begun.

Rev. Brian Vos is the pastor of the Trinity United Reformed Church in Caledonia, Michigan
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In 1999, the Psalter Hymnal Revision
Committee formed in 1997 was
given the mandate to work on a
new URCNA hymnal. Finally, after
thirteen years, the Hymn Proposal
[HP] was presented by the committee
for approval by the 2010 Synod.
The preface states: “While the final
collection of songs will be Psalms and
hymns, this booklet contains only the
hymn portion of that collection.”
This article, written after a thorough
analysis of the HP, reveals some
pertinent data regarding the proposed
hymns in the collection. There are
151 new hymns, new in the sense
that they are to be included in the
HP but were not part of our Psalter
Hymnal. I will not evaluate the new
hymns in the collection at this time.
The intent of this article is to critique
the numerous changes made by the
committee to almost all of the hymns
in the PH that they propose to include
in the HP.
Only eleven HP hymns have exactly
the same words as in our 1976 blue
Psalter Hymnal [PH]. Five additional
hymns remain the same in both, but
the Amen of the PH is not included
at the end of the last verse in the HP.
Seven songs have different tunes; I
did not examine whether any songs
in HP have different harmonizations
from the PH.
Forty-four HP hymns have alterations
of supposedly-archaic words in the
original PH. These are changes in
words like thee, thou, hath, and
wast. Of course, once those words
are altered, other words have to be
adjusted as well in order to make
the hymns rhyme or to make the

phrases or clauses flow a bit easier.
In some songs, “ye” becomes “you;”
plural nouns or verbs are changed to
singular ones and vice versa; “the” is
changed to “an,” “ever” to “always,”
and many other similar changes.
Thirty-eight songs that are in our blue
PH have very many text evolutions
and/or drastic revisions or are almost
totally rewritten texts in the HP. The
Lord willing, I will explain most of
the modifications in much more
detail in future articles.

.......................

URCNA Hymnbook Proposal:
Gender-neutral Language?

Mrs. Sheila
Ypma

For now, let us focus on the problem
of inclusive language. It is a huge
problem, for there seems to be no
other reason for the transition of
words from one gender to another.
In practice, the committee seems
to be guided by the principle that
words such as fathers/sons, though
scripturally correct, should not be
used in the hymns of the URCNA
churches. One of the principle
guidelines of the committee states:
“When Scripture is set to music, the
words must remain faithful to the

Blue Psalter Hymnal
Limited quantity of newly-printed 1976 Psalter Hymnals
available for purchase. $18.00 USD plus shipping from
Grandville, MI. Spiral bound (soft cover) US $23.00 plus
shipping. To order call toll-free (US and Canada)
877-532-8510, email sales@reformedfellowship.net
or fax 866-535-3125.

inspired text.”1 This principle has been
violated in a song from the Psalm
section of the PH now put into the
hymn section of the HP. This song is
#150 in the PH: “Let children hear the
mighty deeds Which God performed
of old, Which in our younger years
we saw And which our fathers told.”
It is based on Psalm 78. Psalm 78:3
is God’s word; it is translated “our
fathers have told us” in the NIV, KJV,
NKJV, NASB, and ESV. The original
Hebrew noun is “ab,” masculine
gender. However, HP# 223 defies this
very clear reference to the masculine
so that “fathers” becomes “parents.”

This violation of God’s Word is also
evident in HP# 69. In the Bible,
Psalm 90:3, NKJV, reads, “You turn
man to destruction, and say, “Return
O children of men.” In the original
it is literally “sons of man.” Our PH
version of Psalm 90 reads “Time like
an ever-rolling stream, Bears all its
sons away.” That is correct biblical
translation. HP# 69 does not remain
faithful to God’s Word; it reads “Time
like an ever-rolling stream soon bears
us all away.”
There are eighteen songs with
inclusive
language
adjustments
(nineteen if one considers that one

1976 Blue Psalter Hymnal

song is included two times with two
different tunes). Following is a list of
the drastic changes. The first column
lists the original words, phrases, or
clauses of the PH songs; the second
column records the HP words
changed from the PH words because
of the inclusive gender inclinations
of the committee. The words that are
underlined italics show the gender
modifications. The words that are
merely italicized are all the other
word revisions supposedly necessary
to accommodate the gender-word
changes.

URCNA Hymn Proposal

415:2

Thy covenant kindness did of old our fathers

40

Your covenant blessing did of old our parents

176:5

Time . . . bears all its sons away

69

Time . . . soon bears us all away

378: 3

I know not how the Spirit moves / convincing men of sin
. . . creating faith in Him

90

convincing us . . . creating faith within

406:2

Bidding all men to repentance

109

calling all to true repentance

406:3

that His Word is never broken

109

that God’s Word is never broken

337:2

Let men their songs employ

114

let all their songs

348: 2

And mortal men, and all things created, make reply

123

and we, with all creation in chorus make reply

356:1

Sons of men and angel’s say: Alleluia!

144

All creation join to say

357:3

Death cannot keep His prey

147

Death cannot keep its prey

361:2

Man’s work faileth, Christ’s availeth

148

our work fails us, Christ’s avails us

411:5

I will not, I will not desert to his foes

177

He will not, He will not desert to its foes

384:1

It soothes his sorrows, heals his wounds . . . away his fears

206

It soothes our sorrows . . . our wounds . . . our fears

150:1

and which our fathers told

223

and which our parents told

150:2

our lips shall tell them to our sons

223

Let parents to their children tell

135:3

And in Him forever all men shall be blessed

230

And in Him forever nations shall be blessed

402:3

Fading is the worldling’s pleasure, all his boasted

233

Fading are the world‘s best pleasures, all its

426

[entire song] her Savior . . . her faith . . . she guide . . . she find

237

our Savior . . . our faith . . . we guide . . . we find

399:1

Jesus shall reign . . . does his successive journey run

248

Jesus shall reign . . . does its successive journey run

399:4

the prisoner leaps to lose his chains

248

the prisoners leap to loose their chains

36:4

from age to age shall men be taught

252

from age to age they shall be taught

490:1

bless the Lord ye saints below who in His praise

274

praise the Lord you saints below who in God’s
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In addition to the changes listed
above, most of these eighteen songs
have several other changes as well.
In the HP, a verse has been deleted
from PH #378 and two verses from
PH #399; a verse has been added to

PH #337 and to PH #356, plus the
verses of 356 have been switched
around. The committee took the
liberty to delete and/or modify
entire phrases and clauses in some of

1976 Blue Psalter Hymnal

these songs in which they have used
inclusive language. As well, there are
other unnecessary changes such as
substituting the word blessing for
kindness, or praise for bless. Consider
the following dramatic changes:

URCNA Hymn Proposal

150:2

Our lips shall tell them to our sons, and they again to theirs;
And generations yet unborn Must teach them to their heirs

Let parents to their children tell the wonders of the Lord,
223:2 that they may teach them to their heirs according to His
Word

490:1

Praise ye the Lord, ye hosts above In yonder heavenly
height, And bless the Lord, ye saints below, Who in His
praise delight.

Praise God, you angel hosts above, who stand in heaven’s
274:1 light and praise the Lord, you saints below, Who in God’s
praise delight.

The analysis in this brief article leads
to some serious questions about the
HP. Was it the mandate of the Psalter
Hymnal Revision Committee of the
URCNA to tamper with the songs our
forefathers sang and we today sing in
praise to our Maker, our Redeemer
and our Judge? Was the committee
told that URC members want
inclusive language in our new Hymnal
and so are willing to throw out words
that refer to man/men/fathers? Many
of us love the PH; whether young or
old, we sing the hymns by memory
and delight in those songs that are
theologically sound. While we are
singing, we do not want to analyze
whether a song or word is gender
correct or not. God’s people know
and believe Genesis 1:27: “So God
created man in His own image; in
the image of God He created him;
male and female He created them.”
Throughout the Bible the word man,
which word is the name God assigned

to the man He created, is all-inclusive.
Our society is so closed-minded, and
so blinded with eyes that cannot see.
It cannot understand that biblical
mankind refers to men and women
and by God’s decree is extremely
inclusive. Will we in the URCNA
deny God’s Word by giving in to the
feminist thinking that dominates
our world? Even the dictionary
defines man with these words:
“ . . . the human race; mankind . . .”2
Who gave the hymn committee the
authority to belittle our language and
our Reformed feelers as well as to
defy God’s Word with these intrusive
gender changes?
The writer of this article pleads with
the consistories of our churches
diligently to study the HP before
considering it for approval. May our
God be merciful to us and bless us.

Editors note: Although invited, The
Psalter Hymnal Committee refused to
participate in this series of articles in a
constructive manner.
			
1. Psalter Hymnal committee report;
Synod 2001
2. Webster’s New World College Dictionary

Mrs. Sheila Ypma is a graduate
of Dordt College and former school
teacher. She is a member of the
Trinity Reformed Church (URC) in
Lethbridge, Alberta.
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Life in Christ

A Graduated Confessional Study Course for
Grades 5 through 12 Based on the Three Forms
of Unity and the Westminster Standards
In 2006, the consistory of First United Reformed Church in Chino,
California, asked their pastor, Rev. Ronald Scheuers, to begin
preparing a new coordinated curriculum for children and young
people in grades 5 through 12. This curriculum was to cover the
Three Forms of Unity (The Heidelberg Catechism, The Belgic
Confession, and the Canons of Dort), and where possible, also to
reference the Westminster Confession and Catechisms. The costs of
this project were funded by generous donations from many churches
and individual donors. With the help of other authors, editors, and
contributors to this effort, First Chino URC is preparing to go to
press, with books expected to be in print by late July of 2011.
This new curriculum is designed to instruct young people in the precious
biblical Reformed faith in a format that uses sections of explanation, memory
work from the confessions and Scripture and questions for discussion. Each
lesson also includes space to answer the questions, a high-lighted box of
key words and concepts, and personal application of the theme. Each of the
volumes comprises twenty-five lessons in an 8-1/2” x 11” spiral-bound studyguide/workbook. Teacher Tips, helps for teaching the lessons, will also be
available for most of the volumes.

Pre-order special discount: order before May 15 and save $5 per book!
First Chino URC has arranged with Reformed Fellowship, Inc., to distribute
this series of catechism books. The regular price of each workbook (one
required for each student for each year) is $15.00 (US) plus shipping. From
now until May 15, pre-orders will be accepted for just $10.00 (US) per book
plus shipping. Pre-orders will require a 50% down-payment; the remaining
50% will be billed (with shipping charges), at time of delivery.

Intermediate
Not My Own: Discovering God’s Comfort in the Heidelberg Catechism
An introductory course on the Heidelberg Catechism, by Glenda Mathes
God’s Unfolding Promise: From Shadows to SONlight
A course that traces God’s covenant history of redemption from Genesis through
Revelation, by Laurie Vanden Heuvel

Middle School
Christ’s Living Church: A Journey from Then to Now
A course on the church and the Reformed faith in history, by Rev. Ronald Scheuers
Faith of Our Fathers: Studies in the Belgic Confession
A course on the Belgic Confession of Faith, by Revs. Bradd L. Nymeyer and
Al Bezuyen

High School
The Price of Possession: The Heidelberg Catechism, Part 1
A course on the first half of the Heidelberg Catechism, by Dr. Warren H. Lammers
The Price of Possession: The Heidelberg Catechism, Part 2
A course on the second half of the Heidelberg Catechism, by Dr. Warren H. Lammers
The Doctrines of Grace: Pillars of the Reformed Faith
A course on the Five Solas, the Canons of Dort, and other key Reformed Doctrines,
by Revs. John A. Bouwers and Ronald Scheuers
Facing Faith’s Challenges: Defending the Faith and Answering Life’s
Important Questions
A course on defending the Reformed faith, by Rev. Andrew A. Cammenga

To order:
www.reformedfellowship.net | sales@reformedfellowship.net
View sample chapters of each volume online
Call toll-free in US & Canada: 877-532-8510
Reformed Fellowship, Inc.
3363 Hickory Ridge Ct SW
Wyoming, MI 49418-8301
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How important is the kingship of
Christ? It is at the core of apostolic
teaching. Consider the accusation
brought against Paul in Thessalonica
when he was on his second missionary
journey. The charge was rooted in
unbelief: “They all act contrary to the
decrees of Caesar, saying that there
is another king, Jesus” (Acts 17:7).
Caesar may have ruled on earth, but
Christ ruled over earth from heaven.
This was fundamental in the thinking
of Paul. This is what he preached.

An Astounding Declaration
To maintain the kingship of Jesus,
as the New Testament does, is
remarkable indeed. Luke writes about
Jesus, informing us that “he breathed
his last” and they “laid him in a tomb”
(Luke 23: 46, 53). His body was cold
and lifeless, without sight, without
hearing, without speech, without
strength, without breath, and without
movement. He had become a part of
history. He belonged to the past. His
rule had ended.
But wait! Luke does not conclude
with Jesus’ death. There is a crucial
message. “He is not here, but he has
risen” (Luke 24:6). Everything that
Jesus had done for others was now
applied to himself. Sight came to his
eyes. Hearing was restored to his
ears. Speech returned to his tongue.
Strength rushed through his limbs.
Breath was drawn into his lungs.
Remarkable as this is, there is more.
There is his blessing given to the
disciples at Bethany, and the statement
that “he parted from them and was
carried up into heaven” (Luke 24:51).
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Enthronement as King
What is the meaning of his ascension?
It brings enthronement. “This Jesus”
was not only “raised up again,” but
he was also “exalted to the right hand
of God” (Acts 2:32–33). He has been
elevated to kingship, becoming “a
Prince and a Savior” (Acts 2:33). Here
we see the power of the Almighty.
God “raised him from the dead and
seated him at his right hand in the
heavenly places” (Eph. 1:20).
Christ is preeminent in his
enthronement, “far above all rule and
authority and power and dominion,
and every name that is named” (Eph.
1:22). His jurisdiction is cosmic,
universal in its scope. “All things” are
“in subjection under his feet” (Eph.
1:22). At the same time, he rules
us especially, his own people. God
“gave him as head over all things to
the church, which is his body” (Eph.
1:22–23). We live in the age of Christ,
the era of his kingship. God has made
a determination: “He must reign” (1
Cor. 15:25). This is his time; he now
builds his kingdom.

.......................

Our Prince and Savior, His Kingdom 				
and Ambassadors

Dr. Mark J.
Larson

The present era will not last. Our king
will come again, and a transfer will
occur. “Then comes the end, when he
hands over the kingdom to the God
and Father” (1 Cor. 15:24). We now
live in submission to his rule (Eph.
5:23–24). We will then be given to the
Father as the fruit of his labors.
Then all will agree—Christ is the
great king. “At the name of Jesus
every knee will bow” (Phil. 2:10).
“Every tongue will confess that Jesus
Christ is Lord” (Phil. 2:11). All will
stand in awe. He will be seated on “a
white horse” (Rev. 19:11)—the Prince
who comes to rule the nations “with
a rod of iron” (Rev. 19:15). There will
be no dispute. He is “King of kings,
and Lord of lords” (Rev. 19:16).
Christians do believe. There will be
the eschatological display, the public
unveiling of Christ the king. We have
faith—a deep, inward assurance that
the things that we hope for are true
(Heb. 11:1).
How though do we see his kingship
today? We must look at the present
and even into the past. We see the

growth of the church, the kingdom
of Christ. Many are “rescued . . .
from the domain of darkness, and
transferred . . . to the kingdom of his
beloved Son” (Col. 1:13). Many enter
the realm of “righteousness and peace
and joy in the Holy Spirit.” King Jesus
brings it all to pass (Rom. 14:17). He
conquers souls by love and grace.

Kingdom Ambassadors
Let us reflect more closely on this.
How does Christ go about his sacred
task? Our king uses ambassadors to
extend his domain of righteousness.
The church age is remarkable for the
presence of preaching. Some of the
signs of the parousia1 are spectacular
and dramatic (Matt. 24:29–30), but
gospel proclamation is dominant.
“The end will come” only after “the

gospel of the kingdom shall be
preached in the whole world as a
testimony to all the nations” (Matt.
24:14).
We live in the days of a fundamental
reality, the time of worldwide gospel
proclamation. Why is this? Christ
expressed his own realization. He now
held universal kingship. “All authority
has been given to me in heaven and
on earth” (Matt. 28:18). Authority
over the nations had implications.
Now he could send ambassadors.
(Rom. 10:15; 2 Cor. 5:20). Thus he
gave the mandate: “Go therefore and
make disciples of all the nations”
(Matt. 28:19).
This is the time of King Jesus. He
calls men and sends them out.
Ambassadors arrive; they deliver the
message of their Sovereign, a message
of grace and mercy and forgiveness.

We know what our preaching entails.
It is “as though God were making an
appeal through us” (2 Cor. 5:20). We
implore our generation, “We beg you
on behalf of Christ, be reconciled to
God” (2 Cor. 5:20). The gospel offers
reconciliation, peace with God (Rom.
5:10–11). It comes at a great cost, “by
the blood of Christ” (Eph. 2:13).
Jesus’ ambassadors speak. Hear the
Lord through their voices. Christ
comes in them and preaches peace
(Eph. 2:17). Receive what he offers.

Dr. Larson is the pastor at Grace
Orthodox Presbyterian Church in
Fair Lawn, New Jersey.

URCNA Ministers’ Conference
May 12-14, 2011
Serving the Lord with All Humility
(Acts 20:19)
All URCNA ministers and licentiates are encouraged to attend a ministers’
conference at the Puritan Reformed Theological Seminary in Grand
Rapids, MI, from May 12, 7:00 pm, to May 14, 12:00 noon, D. V.
Come for a time of mutual exhortation and encouragement from God’s
Word as we hear sermons and lectures by Dr. Mark Beach, Dr. Joel Beeke,
Dr. Arjan de Visser, Dr. Richard Gamble, Dr. Bob Godfrey, and
Dr. David Murray.
A feast of books will be available to address all your shopping needs.
Conference rate is $100.00.
To register for the conference and lodging, or for further inquiries,
email Rev. Harold Miller: pastormillerkc@gmail.com
Registration deadline: April 15, 2011.
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Reformed Fellowship, Inc.
3363 Hickory Ridge Ct.
Wyoming, MI 49418-8301
(877) 532-8510

Reformed Fellowship, Inc.,
is pleased to bring this valuable
book back into print.

Dr. Cornel Venema, President and Professor of
Doctrinal Studies at Mid-America Reformed
Seminary, clearly and engagingly leads the
reader not only to understand the background
and the doctrine of the Canons of Dort but
also to see how its faithful exposition of biblical
truth gives us great comfort and confidence in
God’s promises.
• Available May 1
• $8.00 (paperback, 144 pages)
• Nine chapters, with study questions after
each chapter
• Excellent resource for study groups
• Includes the full text of the Canons of Dort
To order please visit
www.reformedfellowship.net
You may also order by calling
877-532-8510
Reformed Fellowship, Inc.
3363 Hickory Ridge Ct. SW
Grandville, MI 49418

“Many believers who sing lustily John Newton’s
‘Amazing Grace’ or the familiar hymn, ‘I Love to Tell
the Story,’ need to understand in greater depth and
fullness the biblical teaching that salvation is by grace
alone through Christ alone. There is no single Christian
confession that sings more vigorously of God’s grace in
Christ toward His people than the Canons of Dort.”
—from the preface to But for the Grace of God

